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INTRODUCTION
The writer wishes it to be clearly understood that the
following plays are modern adaptations of the original York plays
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which have been so splendidly edited by Lucy Toulmin Smith. It is
upon her edition of the York plays that these free translations
are based. The titles of the plays have been supplied by her, for
the manuscript gives nothing more than the name of the craft at the
beginning of each. Also, she has listed the dramatis personae and
indicated the scenes, as is not done in the manuscript. Let it be
said here, that only thru her work of presenting the plays to the
world at large, in book form, was this attempt made possible.
The intention has been to so ad^apt the plays that they
may be suitable for present-day Church presentation. Otherwise,
they might better be left in their original state, serene and un-
disturbed. Considering the appalling lack of good, available
religious drama, this work was undertaken, in the hope that this
modernization of medieval writing may prove to be of more worth
than some of the "hasty puddings" of recent years.
The original manuscript, formerly in the hands of the
"^arl of Aahburnham, and now reposing in the British museum, is
composed of 270 parchment leaves, inclosed in a wooden binding.
Thru careful study, the editor has been able to approximate the
date of composition of the various plays, showing, also, that
numerous corrections and notes have been added in a sixteenth
century hand, while the bulk of the manuscript dates from the
first half of the fifteenth century. The first writing seems to
have been done a little before 1415. Some of the late additions
are in the form of stage directions, which appear less frequently
and are briefer than those of the Chester and Coventry mystery
plays. Besides the plays, there is also preserved with the man-
uscript some of the music written out for use with certain of

sthe pageants. In all, there are forty-eight plays, more than are
found in the Towneley, Chester, or Coventry series. It is signif-
icant to note that all but eleven of these treat of New Testament
subjects.
The York plays comprise the only full text of the English
cycle plays, which it is known, without a doubt, were performed at
the festival of Corpus Christi. The festival, itself, originated
as far back as 1264.
Intimately associated with these celebrations is a poem,
called "Cursor Mundi", dating from the early fourteenth century.
The subject and arrangement form a striking parallel to the York
oycle. There is much evidence to lead to the conclusion that
this poem provided source material for other cycles as well as
that of York.
Like the poem and unlike the other cycles, the York
plays are, on the whole, refined and free from vulgarity. To
continue the comparison, the dialect of the York plays is the
same as that of the Towneley plays and five of the plays are iden-
tical. Authorities • are fairly well agreed that, of the two, the
York cycle is the original. Altho the only extant material per-
taining to the Beverly plays is the characteristic titles, these
follow the York titles more closely than the others, so it may be
supposed that the York plays exerted their influence here as well.
A comparison may be made in regard to the content mat-
erial of the plays. The York plays adhere more closely to the
Biblical narrative, including a smaller propertion of extraneous
matter, with fewer references to the aprocryphal legeads. It is
singular that there appears to be no written authority for the
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play on the Coronation of Mary.
Though the mode of expression and versification seem
extremely crude to the twentieth century mind, we must bear in
mind the date of composition. It takes more than a superficial
examination to discover the unsuspected good qualities. It might
be well to remind ourselves that much of the Elizab&than verse ap-
pears clumsy and involved today. In studying the plays we find
that not one but many metres have been employed, with a conscious
effort to adapt it to the subject at hand. Twenty-two different
forms of stanza have been used.
The work of production was divided amongst the differ-
ent crafts, who furnished the players, the pageants, and the pag-
eant-masters. (It appears that the word, "pageant", was used in
York to signify both the scaffold and the play itself. The big
stages were stored away when not in use, in what were called
page ant -house s. ) Finances were in charge of two pageant -mast ers
,
appointed by each company. Records of various disputes and or-
danences show, too, that the municipal authorities exercised a
proper control over the whole matter. Any differences of opinion
were settled in court. Orders were issued as to where the pag-
eants were to play on the route. Later, this was left in the
hands of those who paid the highest price for the right to have
the play performed in a certain place.
If drama today were taken as seriously as were the
York plays, bur theatre would be of a high order. If playwrights
studied their characters as earnestly and knew their subject mat-
ter with which they proposed to deal, so thoroughly, as did these
writers of long ago, we might well expect some marvelous produc-
tions. The simple dignity of the York plays cannot escape the
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reader who approaches them in a sympathetic spirit. They are
spiced with homely mirth here and there, showing that the writer
was well acquainted with the nature of audiences, being wise enough
to afford an opportunity for relieving the emotional tension, with-
out going to extremes.
We feel that a study of the York plays, or of any of the
companion mystery cycles, is a study of an important phase in the
evolution of English drama, bringing the inevitable result of a
greater appreciation of what was accomplished at that ti rae and a
deeper insight into the influence of these early dramatic forms
upon the drama which was to come.
The plays which have been chosen from the York cycle for
especial treatment in this paper, are as follows:
1. "The Angels and the Shepherds." (Number XV.)
2. "The Purification of Mary; Simeon and Anna Prophecy." (Number XLI.
3. "The Second Accusation Before Pilate." (Number XXXII.)
4. "The Resurrection: Fright of the Jews." (Number XXXVIII.)
5. "The Descent of the Holy Spirit." (Number XLIV.
)
Before passing on to the plays, themselves, it will be
well to make some statement as to the manner of treatment followed.
In the first place, the dialogue has been converted from the Old
English into modern English, a very free translation, with an at-
tempt to make it simple and readable, as the quaint Old English
would be scarcely intelligible to the present-day audience. We
of the twentieth century express ourselves in fewer words than
did our ancesters who took part in the York mysteries. Hence,
practically every speech has been shortened and condensed, at the
same time retaining the essential idea. In one or two instances
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it has been thought wise to omit a whole scene, or part of a scene,
or to invert the order of scenes. Such changes are noted and ex-
plained in connection with every play, ureat lijberty has "been
taken In the addition of stage directions, stage business, sugges-
tions for lighting, music, settings, and costumes; all with the pur-
pose of making the text more valuable for present-day producers of
Church drama.
A . The, Angels and the Shepherds
Persons of the Play
First Shepherd Second Shepherd
Third Shepherd
Scene; The fields near Bethlehem
(Knter shepherds II and III talking together in
low tones. About four feet behind them comes
the First Shepherd
.
)
I. Shep. (calling to his companions) Brothers, in your
hast, take heed and listen to what I have to say.
Since we are walking along in this fashion, I
will disclose to you what has been troubling me.
Our faithful forefathers, both Hosea and Isaiah,
told of a prince without equal who was to heal
the sick and save mankind. The child was to be
born in Bethlehem, near-by.
II. Shep. Brothers, I have heard it said that a star
as light as day should appear, ere Fe is borne
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in our near-by town. And, according to the
learned men of our day, the text clearly says
that He shall buy us with His blessed blood.
I have heard my father say that He is to be
borne of a maiden.
III Shep. (impulsively) Oh, merciful Maker, Thy power
is great J I have heard it said that the
children of Israel should be freed by that
same light.
But, now, I think that we should quickly
hunt over these pastures and find our cattle.
Let us try to talk of something else.
(Ill Shepherd has turned and started back when
a sudden bright light appears at the extreme
left.
(a)
I Shep. (falling to his knees) Help us.'
(b)
II Shep. (drawing back) Whew!
(o)
I Shep. Hark!
II Shep. (observing the first shepherd's terrorized
attitude) Man, thou hast lost thy wits,
(d)
I Shep. Mercy!
(a) "We!, hudde!" (c) "Herkyn to me."'
(b) "We J Howe J " (d) "We! collel"
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III Shep. (absorbed in his thoughts, he did not observe
the light at first. He now comes running back.)
"tfhat is the matter?
I Shep. (beckoning excitedly) Gome over by me and tell
me if thou hast ever seen such a sight I
III Shep. (drawing near to I and looking up at the light.)
I? Never , nor any man,
II Shep. Say, fellows, if ye find any good thing, be
sure to give me my 3hare.
(a)
(turning to III) tfowj tell me what causes
thee to stare so.
III Shep. As long as we have been shepherds keeping our
cattle in this valley, no such sight has been
seen.
(b)
I Shep. Ho, indeed! This is the first time that it
has happened. I assure thee that it means that
some marvel is with us.
(At this moment an angel appears in the light
at the extreme left. In a clear soprano voice
she sings the first verse of "Hark the Herald
(o)
Angels Sing."
(a) "WeJ" (b) "ffe! no colleJ"
(c) Smith, "Hymnal For American Youth" -Number 72
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Hark? the herald angels sing,
"Glory to the new-born King;
Peace on earth, and mercy mild,
God and sinners reconciled;"
Joyful, all ye nations, rise,
Join the triumph of the skies;
With th' angelic host proclaim,
"Christ is born in Bethlehem: 1 '
Hark I the herald angels sing,
"Glory to the new-born King I"
(II and III are so impressed that they also
sink to their knees. At the conclusion of
the verse the angel disappears and the light
slowly dims. For a moment no one dares speak.
Then, I jumps to his feet.)
I Shep. I wonder if we could sing it. Let's see, it
went like this.
(The others junp to their feet, and with a number
of halts and pauses, they succeed in singing
the last four lines. of the verse.
II Shep. That was a merry song.
Ill Shep. (earnestly) I fain would know what made this
noble noise.
I. Shep. An angel has brought us tidings that a babe is
to be born in Bethlehem as the prophets have
foretold. And we are bidden to go to see him.
I would give both my hat and my horn to find him.
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III Shep. We need have no trouble in finding Him.
I'll tell you why. Yon star shall lead
us to the Child.
II Shep. Yes.' Thou hast said it! Let us £0 fourth
to find Him
J
(They go off left singing the refrain of the
angel's song. The curtain falls, and as it
does so, a concealed choir softly aiagg the
first and second verses of " Little Town of
Bethlehem' 1 ( *)
(1) little tovm of 3ethlehem,
How still we see thee lie I
Above thy deep and dreamless sleep
The silent stars go by;
Yet in thy dark streets ahineth
The everlasting Light
;
The hopes and fears of all the years
Are met in thee to-night,
(2) For Christ is born of Mary,
And gathered all above,
While mortals sleep, the angels keep
Their watch of wondering love.
* Smith, "Hymnal For American Youth"- Humber 6*0
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morning stars, together
Proclaim the holy birth,
And praises sing to God the King,
And peace to men on earth!
Scene II The Stable at Bethlehem
(Mary is seated beside the manger near the
center of the stage. Shepherds peer in cau-
tiously at the Left.)
I Shep. Brothers be of good cheer.
II Shep. Lo, here is the house and here is He I
(They enter.)
III Shep. Yes, indeed, this is it. Look where our
Lord is laid; just as the angel said. (He
points to the manger.)
I Shep. The angel said that Tie should save the
world and all that is therein. Therefore,
if I desire to be saved, I will now worship
Him.
(They come forward and kneel.)
I Shep. (hesitatingly) I am only a simple fellow,
but of gentle blood, LoJ I offer Thee
such ornament as I have, a simple brooch
with a tin bell, to wear on Thy bosom. (He
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removes the brooch from his girdle) And,
Son of God, if anything chance to my ad-
vantage, forget me not. (He rises, lays
his offering in the manger and slowly moves
toward the left with bowed head.
)
II Shep; Son of God! Look upon me, since I have
sought Thee. I am too poor to make such
presents as I would like and as I ought to
give, Lo.1 I have brought two cobb-nuts on
a ribbon. (He, likewise, puts his gift in
the manger, slowly moving away to join I.
III Shep. Dear Lord, look upon me, though I do not
press forward. Thou art a Prince without
a Peer and I have no present which could
please Thee. (He holds up a horn-spoon and
looks thoughtfully at it for a moment.) I
give Thee cheerfully a horn-3poon that holds
forty peas. Such a novelty will do no harm.
(Puts spoon in manger and moves away.
)
Farewell, sweet child.* God grant us a
long life and as we homeward wend our way,
let us be of good cheer.
"Fere (wele) thou swete swayne."

iff
(As the shepherds move off stage the hidden
choir triumphantly sings, " Joy to the "Jorld
,
the Lord is (3ome. " * xhe audience is
allowed to gaze noon the tableau of the
mother Looking down upon the manger, during
the first verse of the rtymn, after which the
curtain is dropped and the audience joins
with the choir In singing the remaining
verses
. )
1 1 Joy to the world.1 the Lord is come;
Let earth receive her King;
Let every heart prepare him room,
And heaven and nature sing,
And heaven and nature sing,
And heaven, and heaven and nature sing.
2) Joy to the world.' the Saviour reigns;
Let men their songs employ;
While fields and floods, rocks, hills
and plains
Repeat the sounding joy,
Repeat the sounding joy,
Repeat, repeat, the sounding joy.
*3mith, "Hymnal For American Youth"—Number 71
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3) He rules the world with truth and grace,
And makes the nations prove
The glories of his righteousness,
And wonders of his love,
And wonders of his love,
And wonders, and wonders, of his love.
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Comments on Play XV
This play was originally produced by "The Chaundeler s ,
"
or the candelers, being number XV in the manuscript. A Shep-
herd's play was to be found in practically every collection of
mystery plays. The sixteenth Coventry play was called "The
Adoration of the Shepherds." The seventh Chester play was
"The Play of the Shepherds", while the thirteenth Towneley Play,
was known as the "Secunda Pagina Pastorum." This Second She
n
-
herd's Play is widely known for its episode of I.Iak and the
stolen sheep, wholly foreign to the 3iblical narrative. Indeed,
the writer shows greater originality than the York playwright.
He creates interest and holds us in suspense. There is, also,
more attempt at character drawing. On the other hand, though
it be said that the York writer lacks originality and makes no
differment iati on between his characters, still, we gain a far
greater sense of reverance and of refinement from his simple
adherance to the Scripture. Perhaps, instead of lacking orig-
/
inality, he rebelled against a possible temptation to include
material interesting in itself, yet which would detract from
the beauty of the central theme, as is the inevitable result
in the Second Shepherd's Play.
A word might be said about the verse. After the vision
of the angels, the form of the stanza changes to a lighter vein.
Then, when the shepherds arrive at 3ethlehem, the stanza changes
back to the first form, which is more dignified, to suit the
occasion.
Since these plays were produced on pageant scaffolds,
in broad day-light, the scenes were indicated by the action
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and speeches rather than by scenery. There was, therefore, no
waiting between acts. For instance, the notation at the begin-
ning, " The fields near 3ethlehem " , has been added by the editor,
Lucy Toulmin Smith. The division into "Scene II--The stable at
Bethlehem" is the writer's suggestion, bearing in mind modern
production and modern audiences. As originally produced, the
shepherds simply walked to one end of the platform, which by
the magic of the imagination was converted into Bethlehem. The
audience inferred from the ensuing conversation, where the shep-
herds were supposed to be.
It is interesting to note that singing was used in the
play. v7e wish that the music had been preserved, as in the case
of Play XLVT. <7e have no proof that any attempt was made to
produce additional light for the vision.
Suggestions for Production
No scenery is necessary for this simple sketch and
whatever adjuncts are used should be in keeping with its sim-
plicity. A background may be formed by screens, or, better yet,
by the folds of a soft gray curtain, against which the figures
will stand aut in relief. As the action doe3 not require the
entire depth of the stage, note where the curtain is placed in
the diagram.
It would be folly to try to represent the cattle or
the aheep in the stable. Likewise, it is best not to have the
Christ child revealed as a real baby, who would become restless
and perhaps cry. It is very beautiful and effective to have a
high-power light concealed within the manger, so that the manger
becomes the cheif source of light, as it is the focal point of

the action.
tfhen the angel appears to the shepherds, the "spot" on
the right should be dimmed, in order that she may come in a full
glory of light from the left side of the stage. That side should
remain brighter until the shepherds go off. (This is assuming
that the play is given in the evening and that a spot light with
gelatin slides can be trained on the stage from either side.)
Stage Diagram
Note
:
The manger is hidden by the curtain in Scene II. In
the Bethelem scene, the curtain is parted just enough to reveal
Mary sitting beside the manger. A gold screen, or curtain,
directly in back of her reflects the light from the manger with
a wonderful effect.
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Properties
Three crooks for shepherds.
"Simple brooch with a tin bell" for first shepherd.
Two nuts on a ribbon for second shepherd.
"Torn spoon for third shepherd.
Costumes
First, instead of choosing three tall, slender, deep-
voiced men, it is well to select three individuals who represent
variety and contrast in these qualities, ^ach is barefooted.
The shepherd's garb is very simple, indeed, being nothing more
than a straight piece of material sewed up at the sides, allowing
holes for each arm, at the upper corners; a hole cut for the neck
making a slit in front to allow it to be slipped over the head.
The garb reaches about to the knees.
I Shepherd dark brown; a cord about his waist; white napkin
folded cornerwise and tied, on his head with a
brown cord.
II Shepherd tan color; narrow girdle; same head covering as I.
IHShepherd dull dark green; cord about his waist; a sheepskin
fastened to one shoulder and under the other arm.
Mary full, light blue robe; long white mantle wrapped
about her, covering her head.
Angel long flowing white gown. Our modern audiences
associate angels with the feminine gender. TTence
,
it would be best to disregard the "he" in the
first shepherd's speech and let the angel have flow-
ing hair, surmounted by a gold nimbus.
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B. The Purification of Mary: Simeon and Anna Prophecy.
(Note
:
This version adheres rather closely to the original. It
will be followed by another version, as it has been worked over
by the writ er .
)
Persons of the Play
Mary Anna, the prophetess
Joseph Simeon
Angel Prysbiter
Scene I The Temple at Jerusalem
Prysbit er Almighty God in Heaven so high, Maker of
Heaven and ^arth, Who hast ordained all things
and told man to reform, Thou hast created every
thing, in number, weight and measiire , and bade
man not to break Thy laws, but to keep Thy com-
mandments, always.
On Mt. Sinai God brought His laws to Moses
in the form of two tablets to give to the chil-
dren of Israel, tailing Moses to be their guide
and to teach them God's will. That he might
keep his laws stable and in order, he added a
penalty for all who did not keep them to be
stoned to death, each and every one. No mercy
would be granted them.
Therefore, keep well God's commandment and
and lead a God-like life or, surely, each one,
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both great ana small will be destroyed. This
is His will, according to the law of Moses,
that ye shall bring your beasts and offer them
here to God and that ye shall turn away from your
sins. God spoke unto Moses and said that after
certain sicknesses and after certain sins, the
children of Israel, should bring their beasts
to the priest and offer them up in the sight of
God; that the mother of a child should come on
the fortieth day and bring a lamb with her and
two turtle-doves and take them to the lay priest,
to be offered up. No one can deny this. The lamb
is offered for the honor of God and the priest's
prayer given for the woman. If it happens that
she is poor and has no lamb to offer, then she
shall bring two turtle-doves as her offering.
Lo! Here am I , a priest, ever present to re-
ceive all such offerings and to pray to God for
the health and life of His people.
It is my purpose to abide here in this holy
place, serving my God, whatever may happen, night
and day, with prayer and fasting. I have been a
widow for sixty-four years and have gladly re-
mained here for the redemption of Israel. God
has now bestowed His grace upon me to prophesy
for man's redemption. To all you gathered in
this place, I say, that One is borne for our re-
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demption, Who will be here soon, to be presented
by His own mother, most chaste of all virgins,
blessings on her name] Old Simeon, favored in
the sight of God, shall see Him and do Him honor
by taking Him in his arms. He shall be filled
with the strength of the Holy Ghost and go forth
to Thy holy temple.
Scene II: Simeon T s House at Jerusalem.
Simeon: Oh blessed God, Thou art my maker 1 Night
and day my sorrow weighs me down. My heart is
heavy. Lo, thus I reflect, for I am weak and
unwell. My health wanes and passeth away.
Wherever I go , in the fields or woods I fall
down from sheer feebleness. In faith, I am
failing in hair, in skin and in color, I say.
V/ould that I were out of this world.1 Thits I
grow more and more confused and mischief lurks
for me everywhere. But Thou, Mighty Lord,
destroy my mourning: Oh, dispell it, for I
would be well repaid in happiness, if I were
to see Him.
Now, certainly, my hopes would be fulfilled
if I might see Him, if I might tell of Him who
is born without sin, born of a noble woman and
maiden, as was prophesied by David and Daniel;
without sin or w ickedness , as ^zekiel, also,
said. And Malachai , that keen prophet has told
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118 that Babe so bright, Who is to come to
dwell with us, to be a shedder of light in
our temples. Other prophets foretold of this
Blessed Babe and of His mother, a pure maiden
—
that He was to come and harrow hell, to stride
mightily as a giant, and to fiercely foil the .
wickedness of the devil, rendering his powers
ineffective.
The most worthy Child in this wide worldj
No tongue can relate His many virtues. TTe
sends all succor at this time to redeem Israel.
Thus say they all, patriarchs and prophets
true, "A Babe is borne to be our Companion,
for the benefit of all people, old and young.
Yea, well would it be with me always if I
might see that Babe so bright, If I were
buried here then would my corpse grow mightier,
it truly would. Now, Lord, grant me Thy grace
to live here in this world a while, that I
might see the Babe before I die. Oh, Lord God,
I truly believe that if I live, that Babe shall
find me here. But I am so weak with age that
it dampens my cheer. Yet, if nothing happens
to me because of my age God still may somehow
lengthen my life, until I have really seen that
Babe, the noble Child.' Truly, if I knew how to
reverse the tine, nothing should afflict my
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heart. Lord, if it please Thee, lend me Thy
grace, and make me happy.
V.
rhen wilt Thou come, 3abe? Come, come
quickly.' Nay, come straight and tarry not, for
surely my days are numbered. Age has brought
me great sorrow. Great suffering comes to the
heart of man when he must go without that which
he would have. I shall care no longer for health
when I have seen my desire.
Oh, shall these eyes see that Blessed Babe?
If no^ then let them be blind. Yea, I pay God
that it may be so. Then my doubt shall be ended.
Enter Angel Aged Simeon, God's trusted servant, to thee
I bring word. The Holy Ghost, most mighty, says
that thou shalt not die till thou hast seen the
baby Jesus, born of M ary, ViTho has come to lessen
the cares of all mankind and to comfort the rich
and poor from morning till night.
Simeon: Great thanks to Thee, oh Lord.' That Thou
hast granted my petition before I am buried,
to see the Heavenly 3abe. ITo mortal man may have
more happiness. It shall be my eternal solace
and joy to see the son of Mary, Jesus, my Joy
and Saviour, blessed be ^is name J LoJ now may
I see to tell the truth, the redemption of Israel,
thru Jesus, my Lord Eraannual, pure and spotless.
V
29.
Soene III-—Mary and Joseph at Bethlehem.
Mary: Joseph, my husband and companion, you have
shown great regard for me and now I will tell you
what I intend to do. All of forty days have come
and gone since my baby Jesus was born. Therefore
I wish to present Him here in the temple in the
sight of God according to the law of Moses, as
other women do. I think it is right and reasonable
to do this with all good will after God's command.
Joseph: Mary, my wife and maiden pure, this matter which
thou dost propose is bidden of all women who have
conceived a child in sin. The law is plainly
framed for them. They must be purified again, for
they were defiled for man's pleasure. But Mary,
my bride, thou needst not do so—to be purified in
God '3 temple for that reason. Certainly thou art
an innocent virgin, not having sinned by thought
or deed and never will.
That I have kept myself pure, is only thru
God's will. That thou dost know. Yet, to fulfill
the law which Almighty God has given us, I would
do this as an example of meekness.
Ah, Mary, blessings on thee forever. Thou dost
desire to fulfill God's will. I heartily consent
to what thou hast said. Therefore, let us with
devout hearts set forth this day to make an offer-
Mary :
Jo se ph
:
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ing to God, as thou hast said.
Mary: I am quite ready to do so, but Joseph, I would
ask one thing.
Joseph: Mary, my wife and maiden pure, speak, what troubles
thee?
Mary: v7e must have both beast and fowl, a lamb and two
doves. '<7e have no lamb and need none. Therefore,
Joseph, what shall we do? What is thy will? We shall
be condemned if we do not follow the custom. I hope
we may do nothing wrong,
Joseph: Ah, good Mary, this is the law: the rich shall
offer both the lamb and the fowl, but two turtle-doves
shall not be refused for our offering. As is our lot
let us go. They are here in a basket ready at hand
and if we do not have the lamb and the bird as rich
men have, our Babe, here, is our offering in the sight
of God. He is our Lamb, Mary. Care not, for rich and
poor have sought none better. Right well hast thou
brought Him here. He is the Lamb of God, I say, who
shall take away the sins of the world. He is the
Lamb of the Very God, Tho must defend us from all evil,
born of thee for our redemption and happiness.
Mary: Joseph, my husbsnd, thou dost speak the truth. Let
us then proceed on our way.
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Joseph: Let us go then and do our duty, Mary, and make
our meek offering today,
( They set fcrbK )
Lo, here is the temple and also the ordained
priest. Mary, let us go thither and kneeling de-
voutly meekly offer our due offering to God.
Scene IV The Temple as Before
(Joseph and Mary with the Babe advance to the priest.)
Mary: Unto my Most Mighty God, and to this ordained
priest, I offer Jesus, my child. I do it sincerely
and with good will in my heart. Oh, priest, rep-
resenting here God T s might, pray thou for us to
God on high that this deed may be acceptable in
His sight.
Joseph: Lo, receive these two turtle doves with thy
holy hands. »7e are poor having neither rent nor
land. But, good sir, pray to Almighty God to
accept this offering which we have brought, which
we have sincerely offered here according to our
duty.
Presbyter: God bestower of all grace, blessed be Thy
name for all time. Accept their offering in this
plaoe which is dedicated to Thee always. blessed
Lord, do no say nay, but let thy offering be a
heljp and protection thruout the lives of such
people who thus meekly bow to Thy will, and who
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present this child, born of a pure maiden and
given to all mankind. May this new-born Babe,
present here protect us from ruin. Hay we ever
be ready to receive His grace. Oh, blessed Babe
born of a chaste maid, be Thou welcome. Thou art
our protection, our joy and happiness forever.
V/elcomeJ Our knowledge and wisdom forever.
Welcome: The joy of all.
Welcome.' Redeemer of all.
( Enter Anna )
Welcome.' blessed I'ary, maiden.
"/elcomeJ most meek in Thy array. (to the Babe.)
Welcome.' bright star that shineth bright as day,
for our joy.
Welcome.' blessed ray of light.
Welcome: source of all our light,
/elcome! Thou Who hast promised all joy to man
and wife.
Welcome: blessed Babe ao free.
Welcome! our welfare and our bliss, for rich and
for poor.
Babe, welcome for our succor, and Babe, welcome,
with all honor, here in this hall.
Scene V Simeon's House as Before.
( Enter angel J
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Angel: Aged Simeon, this I say to thee. Dress thyself
in thy array and come to the temple. There shalt thou
see Jesus, son of Mary, of Whom thou hast been told.
Simeon: Oh, Lord, I thank Thee for ever and ever, I feel
as light as a leaf on the tree. My age has gone. I
feel no burden, Because of this news, I am old no
more. I will go to yonder temple to see the babe
born of Mary. He is my strength in joy and in sad-
ness and helps me ever from my cares.
( Exit )
Soene VI-—The Temple as Before .
( Knter Simeon )
Simeon: Hail, blessed Babe, born of Mary. Blessed be
Thy mother, Mary, mild, a pure maiden, undefiled.
Hail, Babe, Son of our Father in Heaven, chosen
to give us hope. No earthly tongue can tell the
measure of Thy might. Thou shalt bravely shield
us from all evil. '.7e would be cast into sorrow
without Thy protection and perish for our deeds.
Hail, Hose of Sharon and Virgin Flower. The
perfume of Thy goodness comes to us all.
Hail, Saviour of great and small.
Hail, Royal Rose of ruddy hue.
Hail, unfading flower, fresh and new.
Hail, the greatest Comforter man has ever known.
Here, where I kneel, I meekly beseech Thee to
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suffer Thy servant to take Thee and to hold Thee in
his arms.
( Takes Babe in his arms. )
Wow come to me, Lord of all lands.
Come, mightiest on sea and land.
Come, happiness of this earth.
Come, embrace me, best-born Babe.
Come, embrace me, joy of our morning.
Come, embrace me, else I am lost.
I thank Thee, Lord God, for Thy great grace which
thus has spared me for a while, to embrace this Babe
according to the prophecy. I thank Thee that life
has been granted me, that such happiness has been
given me, that I have held this sweet Babe in my arms.
My strength mingles with happiness. I feel my strength
renewed thru Thy grace which has permitted me to
clasp this lovely Child.
Thy friendship never fails. Thy mercy is upon
all men everywhere. Thou art my Saviour and shall
rule me all my life. Blessed be Thy name: Thou
shalt save us and protect us from all strife. No
more do I value my life, since I have seen this
royal Child, my Strength, and my Salvation.
Now let Thy servant depart in peace, for mine
eyes have seen Thy salvation, which Thou hast or-
dained before the face of Thy people. The light
which radiates from Thee shall shine forever more
upon Thy people in their weakness. Thy glory shall
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be for the children of Israel who shall dwell with
Thee in Thy kingdom and the wicked shall descend
into hell.
Mary, my wife and maiden pure, I marvel at the
words which these people have spoken. They speak
of a great ministry for Jesus.
Yes indeed, Joseph. I, too, marvel. I shall
guard these sayings in ray heart.
God grant Him His grcice.
Harken, Mary. I shall tell thee the truth ere
I go. He has come for our protection, for the re-
demption of many, When He shall suffer, a sword
shall rend thy heart. That is His will.
But thou mayest feel comforted, indeed and have
gladness in your heart for His might is so great
that no tongue can say nay to His will. For this
Child shall have the power of a giant. The might-
iest master shall move to one side for Him, and so
shall all the people in this wide world, both good
and bad. Therefore, 3abe
,
protect us that we may
not perish here.
Farewell.' Farewell! most royal Eose in bloom.
Farewell.' Farewell! best-born 3abe
.
Farewell: Sonof God. Grant us Thy blessing
and Thy protection.
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The Purification of Mary : Simeon and Anna Prophecy.
(Second revision)
Persons of the play.
Mary Anna, the prophetess
Joseph Simeon
Angel Priest
Scene I—Simeon's House at Jerusalem
Simeon is discovered seated on a couch, his head bowed in
his hands. Then, he slowly lifts his head in an attitude
of prayer.
Simeon: blessed God, Thou art my maker; Night and
day my sorrow weighs me down. My heart is heavy.
Lo , thus I reflect, for I am weak and unwell. My
health wanes and passeth away. (He coughs feebly.
)
Mighty Lord, destroy my mourning! Oh, dispell it,
for I would be well repaid in happiness if I were
to see Him. (He rises and begins to slowly move
about leaning on his staff for support.)
'•Then wilt Thou come, Babe? Come, come quickly;
Nay, come straight and tarry not, for surely my
days are numbered. Age has brought me great sorrow.
(He sinks into hia chair again.
)
Oh, sha^l these eyes see that Blessed Babe*? If
not, then let them be blind. Yea, I pray God that
it may be so. Then my doubt shall be ended.
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(A bright light at the extreme left. ]?nter an angel .
Simeon looks up in great surprise.)
Angel: Aged Simeon, God's trusted servant, to thee I
bring word. Thou shalt not die till thou hast
seen the baby Jesus.
(Simeon is held speechless by the vision, and by the words
he hears. The angel remains for a few seconds, then van-
ishes. )
Simeon: (Hising to his feet, as if filled with new power.)
Great thanks to Thee, Lord! Thou hast granted
my petition! No mortal man may have more happiness.
It shall be my eternal solace and joy to see the
Son of Mary, Jesus, my Joy and Saviour, blessed be
His name.'
(The light comes as before. The angel reappears.)
Angel: Aged Simeon, this I say to thee. Dress thyself
in thy array and come to the temple. There shalt
thou see Jesus, son of Mary, of '.Thorn thou hast
been told.
Simeon: Lord, I thank Thee for-ever and ever. Because
of this news, I am old no more. I will go to yon-
der temple to see the Babe born of Mary, (He is
moving toward the door aa the curtain falls.)
Scene II Mary's ^ouse in Bethlehem;
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(Joseph is seen working at a crude carpenter's bench. Tools,
shavings and a board or two are lying about. TTe is humming
to himself when Mary enters and he does not notice her until
she comes and lays her hand on his shoulder.)
Mary : Joseph, my husband and companion, I will tell thee
what I intend to do. All of forty days have come and
gone since my baby, Jesus, was born. Therefore, I
wish to present Him in the temple, according to the
law of Moses.
Joseph: (Putting down the tool which is in his hand, and
looking up, surprised.) But Mary, my bride, thou
needst not do so.
Mary: Yet I would do this as an example of meekness.
Joseph: (Grasping both her hands.) Ah, Mary, blessings
on thee forever, that thou dost desire to fulfill
God's will. I do heartily consent to what thou
hast said. Therefore, let us with devout hearts
set forth this day, to make an offering to God,
as thou hast said. .
Mary: I am quite ready but, Joseph, I would ask
one thing.
Joseph: (anxiously) Mary, my wife, speak, what troubles
thee?
Mary: We must h .ve both be.-st and fowl, a lamb and
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two doves. .7e have no lamb and need none. Therefore,
Joseph, what shall we do? .Ve shall be condemned if
we do not follow the custom.
Joseph: Ah, good Mary, this is the law: the rich shall
offer both the lamb and the fowl, but two turtle-
doves shall not be refused for our offering. (He
goes to the corner and brings out a basket. Lifting
the cover, he lets Mary peep inside.) If we do not
have the lamb and the bird as rich men have, our
Babe, is our offering in the sight of God.
Mary: Joseph, thou dost speak the truth. Let us, then,
proceed on our way. (She gathers up the Baby from
its cradle at the side of the room.)
Joseph: (Adjusting the basket on his arm.) Let us go then,
Mary
.
(They are making their way toward the door as the curtain
falls. At the same time, soft organ music is heard.)
Scene III The Temple at Jerusalem.
(The lights are dimmed ao that when the curtain rises the
scene is in semi-darkness. <7e catch the flicker of candles
and observe the altar, fa notice that a priest has en-
tered. He kneels before the alter for a moment, then be-
gins :ioiselessly moving about trimni.ig and lighting the
lamps. Now we can see more plainly. "iter Anna with
bowed head. The priest catching sight of her, draws near.)
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Priest
:
Lo! Here am I, a priest ever present to pray
to God for the health and life of ^is people.
Anna
:
I have been a widow for sixty-four years and
have gladly remained here for the redemption of
Israel. It is my purpose to abide here in this
holy place, serving my God, night and day.
I say that soon there will be presented, here,
One, '.Vho is born for our redemption. Old Simeon,
shall 3ee Hin and do Fira honor by taking Kim in
his arms.
(The priest is greatly impressed by this speech and is
about to reply, when voices are heard at the left. A look
of great joy comes over Anna's face as she turns to see
Joseph and Mary timidly approaching. Joseph's voice now
becomes audible, as he speaks in a low, hushed tone to Mary.)
Joseph: Lo, here is the priest. Let us go thither.
(Anna draws away a little to the right. She is deeply
moved during what follows.)
Mary: (Holding up the Baby.) Unto my Most Mighty God,
and to this priest, I offer Jesus, my child. I do
it sincerely and with good will in my heart. Oh
priest, pray thou for us that this deed may be ac-
ceptable in His sight.
Joseph: (Handing the basket to the priest.) Receive these
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two turtle-doves. /e are poor, but, good sir, pray-
to Almighty God, to accept this offering.
Priest: (Kneeling at the alter and holding up the basket,
while Joseph and Mary stand with bowed heads.
)
God, bestower of ali grace, blessed be Thy name
for all time. Accent their offering, Blessed Lord.
Amen. (He rises and turns toward the Baby)
0, Blessed Babe, be Thou welcome. Thou art our
protection, our joy and happiness forever.
Welcome! Our knov/ledge and wisdom forever.
.Velcome! The joy of all.
Welcome; Redeemer of all.
(Low, soft organ music begins here and continues until
the close of the scene. Anna, unable to remain quiet longer,
comes forward, impulsively stretching out her arms to Mary.)
Anna: Welcome
J
blessed Mary, maiden.
Welcome! most meek in Thy array (to the baby
(she kneels here)
Welcome! bright star that shineth bright as day.
•7elcomeJ source of all our light.
3abe
,
.Velcome, with all honor here in this hall.
(During the la3t of the above speech, Simeon has entered.
He now comes forward and falls on his knees before Mary.
)
Simeon: ^ail, Blessed Babe.
Here, where I kneel, I meekly beseech The to suf-
fer Thy servant to take Thee and to hold Thee in
his arms.
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(Mary hands the baby over to him.)
Come to me, Lord of all lands.
Come, happiness of this earth.
Come, embrace me, best born Babe.
Come embrace me, embrace me, else I am lost,
(He hands back the baby.
)
I thank Thee, Lord, for Thy great grace, that
Thou hast spared me for a while, to embrace this
Babe. I feel my strength renewed. No more now
do I value my life, since I have seen this royal
Child, my Strength and ray Salvation. (He rises.)
'low let Thy servant depart in peace, for mine
eyes have seen Thy salvation. (With eyes and head
uplifted, he moves slowly toward the left.)
Joseph: (In a hushed tone.) Mary, I marvel greatly at
the words which these people have spoken. They
speak of a great ministry for Jesus.
Mary: Yes, indeed, Joseph. I, too, marvel. I shall
guard these sayings in my heart.
Joseph: (Leaning over the Child.) God grant Him grace.
(They move toward the door at the left.)
Simeon: Farewell
J
.most royal Rose.
Farewell I beat born Babe.
Farewell.' Son of Cod. Grant us Thy blessing and
Thy protect ion.
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(As the curtain falls, Mary and Joseph are standing near
the entrance, looking back at Simeon, who is near the
fo'cus of the stage. The priest kneels at the altar and
Anna remains, apart, at the right, her whole attitude,
that of wrapt adoration.
)
Comments on Play XL
I
In the manuscript, this is the forty-first play, being
originally produced by "The Hatmakers, Masons and Laborers." It
does not appear in chronological order, however, but was inserted
on the blank leaves at the end of quire XXIX. If numbered in order
,
l
A
would be number eighteen, following the Adoration. Parallel with
it, are the seventeenth Townely Play, "Purificacio Mariae" ; the
eighteenth Coventry Play, "The Purification" and the eleventh Chester
Play, "The Purification".
It need not be necessary to point out the numerous changes
and reorder ings which have been made in the last revision. They
will be apparent to the reader, himself. The whole is, really,
more in the manner of a ritual than a play. The long speeches of
the Presbyter, of Simeon and of Anna, take on more the nature of
doctrinal sermons to the audience. The play is a good example of
the practice, at that time, of bestowing long speeches upon those
characters who were considered important. Note the naive way in
which the characters introduce themselves.
Suggestions for Production
Let the stage be set for the Temple. (See the diagram
I
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following.) By drawing a curtain or a drop, across the stage,
about half way down, we have suitable background and sufficient
acting space for the first two scenes. This curtain may be the
same soft gray as was used in the Shepherd rs Play (Number XV P. gf )
The wall lamps may remain, or be removed, as is desired.
With this arrangement, it will be a simple matter to
bring on the couch for Simeon, in the first scene and Joseph's
work-bench for scene two.
As to the lamps and candles, some states forbid the use
of oil lamps of any description on the stage. In any case, it is
much wiser to avoid all possible danger of fire by securing a
clever electrician who will install small electric lights to much
better advantage.
Stage Diagram
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Properties
"Baby" for Mary not a real child, but a large doll,
or bundle, shaped like a child and wrapped in long white clothes.
Small covered basket for Joseph .
Staff for Joseph .
Staff for Simeon.
Suggestions for Costumes
1. Mary: A simple blue costume of soft material. It is full and
long. A blue and white girdle is would about her waist.
A white mantle falls over her head and well below her
waist. The mantle has a blue and white border. No
3andals
.
2. Joseph: A rough brown garment reaching half-way between kneel*
and ankle. "He has a short-sleeved tan-colored coat
over this. No sandals.
3. Simeon: A deep purple gown reaching well to his ankles and
held in at the waist by a wide gray girdle. TTis long
beard reaches nearly to the top of this. The gray scarf
wound about his head is made secure by a yellow scarf
of lighter w«ight material. No sandals.
4. Anna: A plain gray garb with long sleeves, ^er hair is completely
ooncealed by a large white cloth which falls about her
bent figure. No sandals.
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5. Priest: A long white undergarment surmounted by a blue robe.
This slips on over his head. A long strip of heavy
decorated material reaches from shoulder to ankle,
both front and back. Attached to this, in front, is
an oblong "breastplate" richly embroidered.
He has a rich and elaborate waist belt formed by
winding an embroidered sash several times around his
waist, tying it in front and allowing the ends to
fall to the ankles.
As he is in the temple, his feet are bare. On his
head is a conical cap formed by winding a long strip
of white cloth. It is tied with a purple ribbon
which hangs down in back.
6. Angel: A gold nimbus encircles her flowing hair. Her soft,
loose,white gown reaches to the floor. Large wings
of crepe paper pasted over a wire frame and extend-
ing from a level with the top of her head to the
knee, are extremely effective, especially when
sprinkled with a dash of Christmas "snow".
C. The Remorse of Judas
Persons of the Play
Pilate (2, who speak
Annas
4 soldiers(
Caiaphas (2, who guard the
( door.
Judas
j
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Scene : Pilates's Hall.
(Two soldiers guard the entrance. Within, Annas and
Caiaphas are having an animated conversation. Me gather
from their attitudes and jestures that they are very much
excited. Pilate appears in the door-way, sees them and
cries out in commanding tones, at the same time drawing him-
self up to his full height. He is attended by two soldiers
who come forward and take up their positions on either side
of the throne-chair. These are the soldiers who speak.)
Pilate: Peace, sirs, who are here under my protection.
See to it that ye stir up no strife. Stand quietly
by, or I shall command thee to bow before me and he
who does not carry out my will shall be filled with
sorrow. If thy loud talking cease not, this sword
shall have thy life ere the day is done.
(He strides across the room and seats himself in his chair.)
Caiaphas, thy knowledge is well known and thy
council is cunning and clear. Annas, thou art an
able man and ought to be heard. I am the peerless
prince to investigate thy case. V/hat have ye to say
about Jesus? V7hat is thy case against Him? See to
it that ye look to thy laws. Speak.' For what reason
would ye now kill Jesus?
Annas: (Bowing low.) Prince and Lord of all, that untrue
traitor of whom thou dost speak is Jesus whom Judas
has sold to us. He harms our men in every possible
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Pilate
Caiaphas
:
Pilate
:
1st Soldier
2nd Soldier
Pilate
way. He works many marvels amongst us and does many
forbidden things on the Sabbath. He seeks to ''win us.
He will be the undoing of us all, if ye grant him
grace
.
(pounding upon his chair) I will not allow such
an answer. I consider it inspired by hatred. There-
fore, at my bidding, tell me the truth. Felony and
falsehood, I defy. Tell me the truth in all seri-
ousness.
It grieves us to hear the tales that he has told.
The people are easily won by his wiles. Yea, it is
better to kill him.
Thy answer is wicked and hateful. Had I heard
him and seen him myself, I might have believed thee,
but I find no fault in him. I see nothing but purity
and wisdom in him. I hope that ye may listen to him
again when he comes to redeem himself.
(Eagerly stepping forward and bowing.) Lord, we
have seen many of his wond°rs. He fills us with
hatred. He claims to be the Son of God and says
that he shall sit on the right hand of the Father.
(Likewise bowing) v7hat we say is true. He claims
to be able to judge us in heaven or hell after this
life.
(Evidently moved. ) What I Redeem us? He says
r
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whither we shall go I Would he be wiBer than we?
1st Soldier: My lord, he has shown his marvels to more than
to me. He claims he will cast down our temple and
renew it in three days, as good as it ever was.
Annas
:
Pilate
:
Yes sir, and he carries out his tricks on the
Sabbath.
(His mind made up. ) Pi^e upon himJ Such are the
works of the devil.1
Caiaphas
Pilate
The thing which grieves me more than anything
else is his claim to the place of King of the Jews,
calling himself our greatest King.
King.1 Fi*e upon him I What? Would he thus lightly
overrule us? I have no use for him now.
Annas: Sir, even now he is at Herod's hall near at hand.
Caiaphas: The law of the land requires that thou as sovereign
shouldst hold an inquiry.
Annas: He has told many idle stories that would trouble
thee were we to report them.
Pilate: He shall pay for this.
(At this moment, Judas appears in the doorway. His unkempt
figure and disheveled hair reveal his dispair.
Judas
:
(Murmuring to himself.) Alas! that I was borni
L
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I have dealt falsely with Him, tfho was so kind
to me.
(With a sigh, he enters, advances toward Pilate
while Annas and Oaiaphas draw back.
Judas: (With a bow) My lord, may riches and homage be
paid thee.
Pilate: That tidings, Judas?
Judas: Sorrowful tidings, I tell thee, Pilate. I
pray thee, release my master.
Oaiphas: (Sharply) ">7e must necessarily deny that.
That has moved thee so?
Judas
:
Sir , I have sinned grievously. I have betrayed
innocent blood.
Caiphas
Judas
Pilate
:
Judas
Calphas
Annas
That is that to us? Thou hast brought it upon
thyself.
Alas I
Thy, what woulds't thou have us do?
I pray thee, good lord, let him go. Here is
thy payment
.
Thou, thyself, agreed to slay him.
Judas, I warn thee. Thy words are wasted.
•Then thou soupht us out, thou wast the strongest
against hi-n.
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Pilate: Cease thy prattle. Depart from our presence!
Judas: .7hat ! .fill ye not release him? And will ye not
take back the money?
Pilate: (With a gesture of impatience) I tell thee,
traitor, I do not wish it so.
Judas: (bringing his hands) Alas! Then, I am lost.
Pilate: Canst thou not understand? It is too late for
thee to repent.
(The soldiers straighten up and glare at Judas.)
Judas: I give thee back the money. Oh, save himJ
(He shoves back the money.
Pilate: Thou art a false fool.
Judas: (Flinging himself at Pilate T s feet, as he speaks)
If I only might save hlraJ I will give myself as a
bondman to thee, Pilate. Thou shalt find me a faith-
ful servant.
Pilate: Find thee faithful? For thy service thou art un-
known.
Judas: (Bowing his head) Have mercy on me, lord.
Pilate: (Springing to his feet) Go J
Judas: (Again holding up the money) Take it back and save
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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him.
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Caiaphaa Begone, scoundrel
!
Pilate : Go thy way and bothe*r us no 'more.'
(The soldiers move threateningly toward him.)
Judas
:
(Flinging the money-bag at his feet) I loath
my very life. I do not ask for mercy, for none
shall be given me. I shall take my life. Thus
shall I work out my reward.
(The curtain falls as Judas is groping his way toward
the doorway. The others are gazing intently at him,
while Pilate picks up the money-bag and remains silently
looking at it
.
)
ond York play, which is given by Lucy Toulmin Smith under the
title of " The Second Accusation Before Pilate: Remorse of Judas
and Purchase of the Field of 31ood." It was originally produced
by "The Cokis and 7Jat ir leder es"
,
or The Cooks and Wat erbearers
.
Judging by the confused state of the text, the number of omissions
and mistakes, it must have led a checkered existence, before it
was incorporated into the manuscript which is now preserved. The
editor has attempted to supply some of the omissions.
The thirty-second Towneley Play deals with the "Suspentio
Judas" and the thirtieth Coventry Play treats of the same subject
Comments on Play XXXII .
The "Remorse of Judas" is adapted from the thirty-sec-
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under the "Trial of Christ."
Our York playwright shows a particular interest inland
liking for Pilate, treating him less harshly than most of the
other writers of the period. This interest extends itself to
Pilate's family. His wife is brought in several times (not in
this play, however.) It is his son who appears this time, but since
the poor fellow is allowed to speak only once, we have thought
best to spare him the agony of the "walking gentleman's part by
omitting his name entirely. The action immediately following his
speech has also been passed over. That is, they stop to drink
some wine, and the action is retarded.
Some of the dialogue with Judas has been cut. It is
largely a repetition of what has been said.
The original play is somewhat longer than what is pres-
ented here. In fact, it does not close with the departure of
Judas, but brings in an "esquire" who comes to offer for rent a
plot of ground, called Calvary. Thus, a way of disposing of the
ill-favored money is suggested. The transaction is no sooner a-
greed upon than Pilate and his partners proceed to cheat the man
out of his title to the land. For the sake of unity, this por-
tion has been ignored in the present writing. It is interesting
to note that this incident has never been recorded elsewhere.
Suggestions for Production
For background, the same backdrop, or curtain may be
used as was mentioned in the notes on Play XLI , P. If it
is possible to secure another, a deep red curtain would contri-
bute greatly to this particular play. Brilliant color effects
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In the background and in the costumes will help to establish the
key-note of the scene. The illusion of a palacial .structure will
be more perfect if the entrance can be arched, with decorative
pillars on each side.
The one essential is Pilate's high, elevated throne-
chair, with steps leading up to It. In case an imitation of a
gilded Roman throne-chair cannot be constructed, any heavy, hi^h-
backed cnair may be used. This will be draped with red. A strip
of red will cover the stepe and extend across stage, a few palms
scattered about will be worth the trouble of securing them.
•
Diagram 01 Stage
.
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Propert ies
Pour speara (one for each soldier. )
Sma^l bag of "money" for Judas.
Suggestions for Costumes
.
>
. Pilate: A white undergarment reaching to his ankles and held
at the waist by a wide girdle, embroidered in colors.
Over the white is a purple robe resembling a huge cape,
fastened to his shoulders with metal ornaments. There
is a heavy gold chain about his nec^ conspicuous jew-
eled rings on his fingers and a bracelet on one arm.
He wears a green turban and sandals.
2. Annas: A cream-colored undergarment finished with rose-
colored fringe at the hem. A deep rose upper garment
of generous proportions is drawn around him, across the
back and then flung across the front and over the left
shoulder. A tassel hangs from each corner of this. On
his head is a cream-colored mantle held in place by a
blue cord. No sandals.
3. Caiaphas : A long white undergarment with wide sleeves. Over
this is a pale green robe which slips on over his head.
A gold and white sash is wound several times around his
waist, the ends falling to his ankles in front. A many-
colored square of cloth attached to the green robe, in
front, has the effect of a breastplate, ^is white head-
dress is wound into a conical shape and fastened with a
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1 purple ribbon which falls down behind. No sandals.
Judas: A knee-length black robe, wrinkled and torn* Dull
brown mantle tied with a black cord. Feet and legs
bar e
.
Soldiers: The outfit of a Roman soldier may be rented from
the costuraer. If funds are limited, however, only
helmets and tights need be rented and the armor may
be imitated by covering heavy muslin with silver paint,
cutting it in the desired shapes and basting it to a
foundation.
(Note: For accurate and reliable representations of any
of the Biblical costumes, see the paintings by Tissot or those
by Henry F. Cope. )
D. The Resurrection: Fright of the Jews
Persons of the Play
Pilate Angel
Annas Mary Magdalene.
Caiaphas Mary (mother of James and John.)
Centurion Solome.
4 Soldiers
Soene I: Pilate's Hall
(Two soldiers guard the door. Two Others are stationed near
the throne-chair. Pilate is seen pacing the hall in deep thought.
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Presently, Annas and Caiaphas appear in the arch-way, talking
together. They do not see Pilate until he calls.)
i
Pilate: My lords, hearken! I entreat thy kind council. Thru
the advice of the most learned Caiaphas, here, we con-
sented to kill Jesus. V7e uphold and stand by our deed
for all time.
(Annas and Caiaphas bow . )
Caiaphas: Yes sir, we uphold the deed.
Annas: Sirs, the people, themselves, in thy presence de-
clared him fit for death. It was ruled by what is
right. Let no more be said about it.
Pilate: (Showing signs of nervousness) I think we need to
speak about it, for v/e have heard nothing since the
burial
.
(A centurion appears in the doorway, looks about him fal-
teringly and then, pulling himself together with a great
effort, proceeds to Pilate and bows.)
Centurion: God bless thee, sirs, in every respect.
Pilate: Welcome, centurion, worthy knight. >7e have missed
thy presence here amongst us. (He goes and seats him-
self. )
Centurion: God grant thee his blessing.
Pilate: Centurion, our friend these many years, what is thy
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Centurion
:
will?
(After a moments hesitation) I fear that thou
hast done a great wrong.
(Caiaphas and Annas exchange glances.)
Caiaphas
:
Centurion
Pilate
Wrong I I pray thee, what?
(Gaining courage) Truly, I say, thou hast slain
a righteous man J
(Thumping upon the arm of his chair) Centurion,
cease such speech. Thou art a man learned in the
law. If we need any help, thou shouldst support us,
not oppose us.
When I saw "Tim dying, I told thee that the Son
of God, Almighty, was hanging there. So I said and
so I shall maintain always.
Caiaphas: Indeed, sir, thou mayest regret this. Do not
say things without some proof.
(Soldiers straighten up and adjust their spears.)
Centurion:
Centurion
Annas
:
Centurion
More wonderful things have occurred than have
ever been known before.
Pray thee, tell us.
(As if reliving the experience) All the ele-
ments made mourning. The sun grew pale for woe.
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Pilate
:
Caiaphas
:
Centuri on
Pilate
Annas
:
Centurion*
Annas
:
Pilate :
Caiaphas
The moon and stars ceased to shine. The earth
trembled. Stones were broken asu.ider and dead men
came to life.
Take care! Ye know that our men of learning call
it an eclipse when the sun and moon cease to shine.
Yes, and dead men might rise thru sorcery.
(Calmly) All that I say, I uphold as the truth.
By this deed, not only did ye destroy the Son, but
how do ye account for the fact that the veil of the
temple was torn?
(Turning to Annas) Such tales will do us harm!
(Advancing toward the centurion: Recant thy
speech, centurion, vie are not awed by thy words.
(Unruffled) Since ye will not believe me, sirs,
good day. (He bows, takes a few steps away, then
turns to add the rest.) God grant ye may know the
truth some day.
(Pointing toward the door) Go thy way!
(^xit Centurion. )
(Rising and coming down the steps.) Such things
have never been heard of before.
Mark well these sayings. Take heed of this tale,
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for a thing which grieves all the Jury is a thing
which Jesus openly said: that He would rise on the
third day. If that be the case, 'Tis latter action
is more t o be feared than the first.
Annas: But for all that He said, he has no power to rise
and go. Therefore, let soldiers watch over Him until
the three days are come and gone.
Pilate: Indeed, ye speak advisedly. (He motions to the
soldiers.) Go forth to watch over the body of Jesus
with all thy diligence. Ho matter what happens,
guard Him well until the third day. Let no man steal
Him from the place. If they do, thy lives shall pay.
1st. Soldier
.
My lord, we pledge ourselves to guard ^im with all
our might and main.
(Soldiers turn and march out in twos. The others remain
as the curtain goes down. Soft organ music is he .rd be-
tween scenes.
)
Scene II : iTear the Sepulchre .
(The soldiers enter, walk up and down for a few seconds,
looking the place over. Then, two sit down on either side
of the tomb, resting their spears against it. A third pace3
slowly up and down, while the fourth decides to sit down, also
He removes his helmet and yawns. At length, the third sol-
dier comes over and joins hi3 companions who are all asleep
by this time. He looks at them, shrugs his shoulders, and
f
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likewise stretches out, making two on each side,
, too,
stretches, yawns and drops off to sleep. After a brief in-
terval, a bright light envelops the tomb. A soprano solo-
ist^ concealed back of the tomb, sings the first verse of
" Christ the Lord is glgen Today . " )
*
Christ the Lord is risen today, Alleluia!
Sons of men and angels sing: Alleluia!
Raise your joys and triumphs high, Alleluia!
Sing, ye heav'ns, and earth reply, Alleluia!
(The soldiers stir in their sleep. The light slowly
disappears, "^nter, left, the three Maries
,
the first Mary
carrying a bottle of ointment. They proceed slowly, with
bowed heads .
)
1st. Mary: Alas! I would that I were de.id. Such a dreadful
deed never was done before. Christ, my master, is
dead. Oh, that I should see Him suffer, or that
His life should be lost!
2nd. Mary: VTho shall soothe my sorrow when I think of His
fresh wounds!
3rd. Mary: In whom can I find comfort, since He is gone?
1st. Mary: Let us meekly annoint His sides with the precious
ointments which we have brought.
2nd.Mary : Let us go together, but we have no one to help us
*Smith, "Hymnal For American Youth"- Ilumber 114
.
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{They approach the sepulchre.)
1st. Mary: (Stopping, abruptly) Sisters!
2nd. Mary: (Seizing 3rd Mary by the arm) Look! The heavy
stone is put aside.
3rd. Mary: Indeed! Let us go nearer!
(Thile they are looking in, an angel has appeared at the
left and suddenly stands revealed to the women.
)
Angel: TThom do ye seek in this place?
1st. Mary: Jesus, our Lord, Tho is dead.
Angel: He is not here. Home near and see. The place
where He lay is empty. He is risen and departed as
He said. (The women look at each other in conster-
nation. )
As he hath spoken, so hath He done. He shall be
found in Gallilee. Go ye to His disciples and tell
them. (The women continue to stare from one to
another, while the ange 1 withdraws
.
1st. Mary: (Grasping the 2nd Mary's hand) Sisters, dear, if
it is true that He i s risen from the dead, I shall
never leave this spot, until I have seen Him.
2nd .Mary: (To the 3rd Mary ) Mary, let us make our way to
Galilee.
1st .Mary: Not till I have seen my faithful friend. But go
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ye forth and tell all ye have seen.
3rd. Mary: What we have heard, we shall tell. (Starts away. 1
Good-bye, Mary.
1st . Mary: God be with you and protect you on your way.
(2nd and 3rd Maries depart left.)
My heart breaks when I think of how that body was
destroyed, hands and feet nailed to the cros3, all
without guilt. The wounds He suffered were for my
sake, not for His. Would that I might bear those
wounds, because of my great love for Him.
(She has been slowly moving back and forth during this
speech. She is going off right when the first soldier
wakens, sits up, stares about him and shakes the second
soldier. He jumps to his feet and looks into the tomb.
)
1st. Soldier: (Drawing back) What! U p, allJ What's this?
2nd. Soldier: (Yawning) What ails the man? Does he think we
Where is the body which ^ay here?
(3rd and 4*h waken, drowsily.)
we are going to listen to him?
1st .Soldier
:
(Impatiently) Get up and seel
2nd. Soldier : Hello I We are ruined.
,
3rd. Soldier : (Clambering to his feet and rubbing his eyes)
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\ That in the world is going on? What la the mat-
ter with you two? that's all the noise about?
1st. Soldier: (Puzzled) Thy is he gone?
3rd. Soldier: (Joining the others) AlasJ .There is He that
lay here?
4th. Soldier: (Who has also joined them) Thew; Glory; There
is He gone?
2nd. Soldier: Truly we are ruined!
3rd. Soldier: Alas! That shall we do?
2nd. Soldier: (In a half whisper) If Pilate knew of this
we would be slain.
3rd. Soldier : ^hy, can we not advise otherwise?
4th. Soldier : (Shaking hi3 head) There is no alternative.
2nd. Soldier: No one knows when He disappeared.
1st. Soldier: Should Pirate know that we were sleeping, we
would lose all we have.
2nd. Soldier: I shall say that more than a hundred men came
and took the body, well nigh slaying us.
1st. Soldier: Nay, nay, there is none so good as tells the
truth of the matter; how He rose by His own power
and went His way. I dare say this to Pilate, tho
he be mad.
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2nd. Soldier :
^
Why J You dare go to Pilate and report such
tidings
1st. Soldier : That is my advice. If he slays us, we die
but once.
4th. Soldier : Let us go to Pilate, then. I trust we shall
lose no friends.
1st. Soldier : (Taking the lead) I shall tell him all,
just as it happened.
(They are going off left as the curtain falls. At the
same time, a hidden choir sings triumphantly, verses two
and four of "Come Ye Faithful Raise the Strain.")*
Christ hath burst his prison,
And from three days sleep in death
As a sun hath risen;
All the winter of our sins,
Long and dark, is flying
Prom his light, to whom we give
Laud and praise undying.
To our King Immortal,
Who, triumphant burst the bars
Of the tombs dark portal;
*Smith, "Hymnal For American Youth" -Number ll6
Verse 2. 'Tis the spring of souls today:
Verse 4» TAlleluia! now we cry
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'Alleluia.1 with the S on,
God the Father praising;
'Alleluia, yet again
To the Spirit raising.
Comments on Play XXXVIII.
We note that "the Carpenter es" were assigned to the
play, the thirty-eighth in the York manuscript. The reason for
this was not because of their particular fitness for playing
the parts, "but because of their ability to construct the throne
and the sepulchre.
Closely parallel to this play is the twenty-3ixth
Towneley Play, being practically identical with the exception of
the ending. Plays on the Resurrection are included in the
Coventry series (number thirty-five) and in the Chester cycle
(number nineteen.
)
For source material, besides the Scriptures, it is
evident that the York playwright drew upon the Greek "Gospel of
Nicodemus ," chapters XIII and XI for some of his material.
In the present version, Scenelll has been omitted. It
takes us back to Pilate's Hall where the soldiers come before
Pilate. To our surprise, their resolution is not kept,. They lie
about the matter in order to keep themselves in v is favor. This
ia a decided letdown after the scene at the tomb. Therefore,
since it has only the remotest connection with the Resurrection
theme, we prefer to ignore it.
The order of the first two scenes remains the same as
in the original, the dialogue being considerably condensed. As
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is true in the majority of these plays, the chief character is
the first to come on and the first to speak.
Suggestions for Production
For the first scene, in Pilate's hall, the same setting
will be used as was suggested in the proceeding play (XXXIII) on
page )
.
For the second scene, remove the steps and carpet. The
chair and platform upon which it stands, may remain, and a repre-
sentation of the tomb, painted on paper or cloth mounted on a
frame, placed in front and on either side, completely hiding the
chair. The palms, grouped about will give an out-door atmosphere.
The red curtain in the background would be out of place for the
scene at the tomb. Therefore, let a gray curtain be drawn across,
as was suggested in the Shepherd's Play, (see page £ I ). and in
the same place.
Stage Diagram
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1. Pilate:
2 . Annas
:
3. Caiaphas
:
4. Centurion)
)
5. Soldiers )
6. Angel:
Proper tie 3
1 spear for the Centurion.
1 spear for eaoh of the four soldiers
Bottle of ointment for Mary Magdalene
Suggestions for Costumes
See page ( )
.
See page ( )
See page ( 5$ )
J
See page ( ^ )
See page ( 23 )
7. Mary Magdalene: A white garb with a large oblong piece of
gray cloth enveloping her body and drawn over
her head. Sandals.
6*. Salome: Brown garment with a large white mantle
drawn over her head. Sandals.
S. Mary: (mother of James and John) Gray garment with a violet
mantle similar to that of Mary Magdalene, Sandals
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The Descent of the Holy Spirit
Persona of the Play
Mary Fourth Apostle
Peter Fifth Apostle
Janes
Two Jewish Doctors
John
Scene : certain house in Jerusalem.
The room opens on the street which runs in front of
the house, (see diagram, page (77). The apostles are grouped
about the room. Peter is standing by the low chair at the right.
James and John are seated on the couch at the back. The fourth
Apostle is reclining on the other couch, while the fifth stands
at the end of the couch, nearest the center. They are talking
as the curtain parts. Peter T s voice is the first to become aud-
ible.
Peter: Listen, Brethren, Our Master has gone to heaven
and we remain to fulfill His work. He desired that
we should preach to the people and bear witness for
Him.
John: Surely, He said that we should carry out His will
to all the world; first, he would strengthen ua by
sending the Holy Spirit down upon us that we might
have greater power. Those were His words when He
departed from us.
1
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Fifth Apostle: '.7hen the Holy Spirit comes, it will teach us
everything.
James: (Eagerly) Yes, so He said. And, unless I am
mistaken, He said much more. He often spoke to
us, saying, "When I go the Holy Ghost shall not
be seen, then I shall have ascended, then shall
I send thee a comforter."
Fourth Apostle: He bade us keep in safety until the coming of
the Holy Spirit, which shall protect us from all
our foes.
(Enter Mary
,
quietly, evidently deeply interested)
Fifth Apostle: Until that time, we dare not walk abroad for
fear. It is best for us to remain quietly here.
Insert p. 70.
Mary: (stepping forward.) Brethern, what ;aeana this mourn
ins at such a time? Ye know well that He will snow
thee what to do. Have no fear but pray with all to
heart far His help,
curing cne iasx verse, xr.e Hgnx gradual ly grows brighter,
until at the end, the room is flooded with light. The
characters look up in sin-prise. Their faces are radient
in the wonderful light.)
*Pilgrira Hymnal "--Humber 76.
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Verse 1. heavenly gift of love divine
The Spirit's grace and power,
Come, in our hearts abide and shine,
"Tow long delayed thine hour J
Verse 2. Lord, we are weak without thine aid,
Without thy help are blind:
"Ask and receive," hast thou not said?
And, "Seek and ye shall find?"
Verse 5« °, make us worthy of thy love,
May we thy word believe,
Thy faithfulness unfailing prove,
And thy best gift receive.1
(The light gradually fades to normal again. Mary, clasp-
ing her hands impulsively
,
speaks.)
Mary: May honor and glory and worship be ever given
to my Son, Jesus, Our Lord. How may we trust the
truth of His words by what has happened today. As
long as ye pursue His path ye will be sc~f e , for Fe
has sent His Holy Spirit.
Peter: The light was so bright that I could not see.
All glory be to our Lord who sent it.
Second Apostle; (Jumping to his feet) It was sent for our sakes
to give us aid and strength. I feal strong enough
to overcome many people.
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Fourth Apostle: Fia power will comfort all mankind.
(Here the gray curtain is drawn almost together, leaving
a small opening thru which we can catch a glympse of the
people within. The Jews appear on the street outside, look
cautiously about and tip-toe over to the door of the house,
where they listen for a moment.)
1st .Doctor: Listen, now, their Llaster whom our men have
slain has made them believe his trifles.
2nd. Doctor: They say that he lives again. They can never
prove it, for as sure as they heard his preach-
ing, he was put away.
lat .Doctor: They do not know when he disappeared and there
they fail utterly. They claim great help shall
be sent.
2nd. Doctor : He could not send clothing, nor even a ker-
chief. Let us summon our men and frighten them.
1st .Doctor: Ho. No. It would be best to way-lay them as
they come out. (He goes to the door and listens
again.
)
Listen! These men have lost their reason.
They are talking of every country and speaking
many tongues.
2nd. Doctor: They speak our language and understand it as
well as we.
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1st. Doctor: (Shrugging his shoulders) I'll warrant they
are drunk with wine.
A Voice from within: -Take care, brethren that we offend no friend
.as we go. The Jews are strong against us.
(The Doctors draw hack to one side.)
Another Voice: Our Master has removed all peril. Open the
doors. Have no fear. Let us go to yon friends.
(The curtains are shoved back.)
Second Apostle: (He is nearest the door and he turns to ad-
dress those behind him) I7e have no fear of go-
ing out and doing our duty. Let no man living
prevent us from proclaiming our message.
(The apostles straighten up and square their shoul-
ders, at the same time observing the Jews, who have
suddenly changed their minds and are shrinking away.
The apostles press forward.)
Peter: (Confronting the pair) Oh Jews of Jerusalem
thy tales are false, as ye shall discover. Ye
report that we are drunk, because ye hope that
we have been punished.
Third Apostle: Now, may ye learn that the Holy Ghost has
visited us here as thy prophets preached.
Fourth Apostle: The deeds which we do today are all because
J
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of the might and power which our dear Master
has given us.
1st. Doctor: (Aside to his companion) These men display
much power.
2nd. Doctor; (Taking 1st. by the arm and turning away)
let us depcrt.
(*bcit the Doctors)
Peter: Now, my brethren, let us go and take leave
of Mary.
(Mary stands in the doorway, The others are all out
in the street by this time,)
James: Indeed, let us go. (To Mary) Do not grieve,
but I can stay with thee no longer.
(Soft organ music begins here.)
Mary: (Laying her hand on his shoulder) It has
come to the time when thy paths must be separated,
but no one shall harm thee while my Son is with
thee. As for my cousins, James and John, do not
remain away from me long. (Then with one hand
raised in blessing) The blessing of Jesus rest
upon thee and me.
(As the curtain slowly falls, a concealed choir sings
ve*ry softly with the or^an, "Praise the lord. Ye Heavens
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Ador.e Him"*, verses one and two.
Verse 1. Praise the Lord, ye heavens, adore him,
Praise him, angels, in the height;
Sun and moon, rejoice before him;
Praise him, all ye stars of light.
Praise the Lord, for he hath spoken;
Worlds his mighty voice obeyed;
Laws which never shall be broken,
For their guidance he hath made.
Verse 2. Praise the Lord, for he is glorious;
Never shall his promise fail;
God hath made his saints victorious;
Sin and death shall not prevail.
Praise the God of our salvation;
Hosts on high his power proclaim;
Heaven and earth, and all creation,
Laud and magnify his name.
Comments on Play XLIV
This is the forty-fourth play in the York manuscript
and was originally produced by "the Potteres." There is no
corresponding play in the Towneley series. Number forty of the
Coventry plays deals with "The Descent of the Holy Ghost" and
number twenty-two of the Chester plays is oallttd "The ^mission
x*Smith, "Hymnal P or American Youth" -Number 34 •
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of the Holy Ghost."
We can infer from this play which apostle was con-
sidered, by our medieval playwright, to be most important. It
is Peter who is given the first speech, a very long one, by the
way, which, no doubt, was addressed more to the audience than to
his companions. No attempt is made to characterize the apostles
however. 'For this reason, vie suggest as marked differences as
possible should be emphasized in the physical appearance of the
group.
One end of the platform must have been designated as the
street, probably without any visible partition between street and
room. No doubt, the action of the spies caused considerable amuse-
ment and great must have been the rejoicing of the spectators when
they were thwarted. In the text, the Jews are brought on to lis-
ten at the door immediately before the point where we have inser-
ted the contralto solo. Then, they hide until the occupants of
the room appear. We have thought it better, for the sake of unity
to reserve the appearance of the Jews until the last.
Where we have indicated the singing, the manuscript has
this note, "The Holy Ghost descends among the Apostles in the
chamber." 'Prom this, we infer that a concrete and visible repre-
sentation of the Holy Spirit was introduced in the form of a per-
son, or by some mechanical device.
Suggestions for Production
The neutral blue curtain mentioned in the notes on play
XII (p.ff ) will serve very nicely for the background in this
Instance. Likewise, the gray curtain, already referred to
several
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times, may be enlisted. The space in front of this will suggest
the street. For the first part of the action, the gray curtain
is drawn to each side, forming a frame for the scene within the
house. Two couches and a low chair will be all that i3 needed
for the room itself.
Stage Diagram
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Suggestions for Costumes
1. Mary: Dark blue undergarment; light blue uppergarment
;
white mantle. She is without sandals, as are the
apostles.
2. Peter: White undergarment bound with an orange girdle;
orange and black striped oloak (made of material
sewed together to form an oblong about 7 ,*4$" , l with
1^ T folded in at each side and sewed at the top,
leaving a slit at each top corner for the hands.
The cloaks of the other apostles are made in similar
fashion,) White mantle bound with black.
3. James: White undergarment; light green cloak; red girdle;
red mantle bound with green.
4* John: White undergarment; brown cloak with decoration
along the neck line; vari-colored girdle and mantle.
5. Fourth Apostle: White undergarment; brown and white striped
cloak; brown girdle and mantle.
6. Fifth Apostle: White undergarment; dark green cloak with dec-
oration around the neck; green girdle; white mantle
bound with green.
7. Jewish Doctor (1) :Yellow robe, fringed at the hem, bound with a
wide red and white girdle; a crimson upper GarmPnt
with long wide sleeves. He has a gold chain about
his neck; yellow turban; sandals.
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(The robes of the Jewish Doctors are longer than
those of the disciples.)
6*. Jewish Doctor (2): Long, white robe with a wide blue silk girdle
the ends of which hang down in front and are
decorated with fringe. Over this is a full,
black and white striped robe with wide sleeves.
The corners of the robe are finished with blue
silk tassels, ^is turban is blue; bracelets
on each arm; sandals.
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A Survey of the Development of gggllsh Peligious Drama
Occasionally, we meet a super-pious person, who lifts
his eyebrows and frowns at the very mention of drama in the
Church. He is to be pitied, Of course. >7e refuse to tolerate
the idea of the Church disinheriting the child to which she gave
birth and whom she nurtured during the period of its youth. The
story of the development of religious drama in ^gland is par-
ticularly fascinating, but it is our purpose here, merely to
give a brief historical survey.
Whereas, the race to whom we owe our Bible, did not.
interpret their religious conceptions dramatically, we find that
the opposite is true of the English people. In order to attract
and hold her people, the Church began to emphasize the external
form of worship. Tradition says that religious ridings origina-
ted in the first century, the idea being prompted by Roman cere-
monials and religious rites of heathen religions. In the annual
blessing of the fields, legendary elements were incorporated.
Ridings were held on one of the three days before Holy Thursday.
These ridings merged into the Corpus Christ i celebrations, as we
shall show further on. The earliest recorded plan of a religious
riding is the ritual written in 550 by Mamertus , Bishop of
Vienna.
Thruout, increased attention was given to the lyrical
and epical elements of the liturgy, factors which led, inevitably,
to the Miracles and Mysteries, as well as to the Moralities.
With the combination of a service entirely in Latin, and an un-
enlightened public, the Church was forced to make its message.
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in a large measure, appeal to, the eye. There was a conscious
effort to heighten the emotionalizing power of the service. The
early elaboration of portions of the liturgy by means of conno-
tative action, constituted the earliest form of Church drama.
To these germ-dramas, the term "Trope" is applied. At first,
they were written in Latin with the speeches long and involved.
All the p.rts were taken by monks, as it was considered sacrile-
gious for a woman to do so. There is mention of one, written
about 1110, called, "Ludus de S. Katherina", acted by the pupils
of the school under the abbot of S. Albans.
It is known that three Latin plays were written in the
early twelfth century by Hilar,ius , a monk:
1. ) A Christmas play.
2. ) Lazarus
.
3. ) S. Nicolas . (probably given as an interlude at Matins of
Vespers.
)
The works of ^roswit^a, a Benedictine nun of Gander-
she im, are particularly important. Her writings are of the
tenth century and they were probably recited by the nuns on sta-
ted occasions. Apparently, they exerted a wide influence.
Progress becomes apparent in the gradual substitution
of the vernacular for the Latin, in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, in choral responses and in the speech of certain char-
acters, retaining st age directions on the Latin. This is true
of the plays of ^ilarius. The earliest known religious drama
written entirely in the vernacular is the French play of "La
Resurrection.
"
An advance was made when the place of action was shif-

ted to the steps of the Altar, and because of this, the drama
here enacted bears the name of Graduale. ( gradus-st ep . ) Nativ-
ity scenes were the first to be worked out. In the extant texts,
it is interesting to note that more than one-half of the contents
is composed of stage-directions, for it was thru pantomime that
the meaning had to be conveyed. In the Graduale comes the first
evidence of characterization, which was net true of the Trope.
As the characterization continued, comic figures crept in, even
into the Nativity scene, with a consequent loss of reverence.
flth the introduction of more characters and more in-
volved action, the space within the Church became too limited.
The next step was to hold them on the steps of the cathedral,
and then within the Church yard, or cemetary. Pairs were held at
the sr.rae time, and consequently, tents had to be erected to care
for the people. Finally, even the Church grounds became too lim-
ited and the performance was transferred to the meadows, and
lastly, to the public square.
This marks the beginning of the emancipation of drama
from the Church. Problems of finances, of renting the place, etc.
caused lay people, as well as clergy, to be involved. Others
were enlisted to take parts with the clergy. At length, entire
Responsibility for finances wa3 turned over to the guilds , with
the result that they began to feel that the plays were their
property. It is not difficult to understand, then, how these
plays come to be completely divorced from the Church. By 1255,
we have evidenoe of professional players and many clergy were
forbidden by their Bishops to take p^rt in a performance outside

of the Church, By the fourteenth century, many sermons are re-
corded, preaching against the secular Mystery plays.
An attempted reaction was made by Pope Urban IV in 12f>4,
when he instituted the festival of Corpus Christi, the office
composed by Thomas Aquinas, closely associated with faster. A
procession with banners and tableaux waa the leading feature. To
care for the financial side, the guild of Corpus Christi arose.
The town of Coventry was early linked with these celebrations.
The host was given an honored place in the procession, and clergy,
journeymen, and guild members marched in order of age. Herod came
near the end, which was brought up by the dragon. Both these
figures, together with the popular Judas, degenerated into comic
characters. The procession marched entirely around the village.
Under date of 1445 » *- s a document ordering the arrangement of the
various features In the procession, according to the guilds in
charge
.
At the death of Pope Urban IV, the Corpus Christi cele-
bration was interrupted for half a century. In l^ii, It wa8 re ~
newed by Pope Clement V
f with two outstanding features; first,
the proclamation of the creed and secondly, the procession and
symbol of the Incarnation. In association with this, plays were
given. As a result, not only was a fre3h impulse breathed into
religious drama but secular drama was also promoted. 3y 14&0,
the public had turned to the drama for all, or practically all,
of its information and entertainment.
The Church attempted to offer a counter-attraction in
the form of the Hegge Plays. These were long, tedious affairs
and did not attract the people. It then occurred to a monk of
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Bury to introduce a Morality Play. (A. f. tfard credits the ear-
liest specimens of theological morality to Guillacime Herman and
Htienne Langton, dating the period of early moralities from 1150-
1200. Their origin, however, is disputed.) We shall speak more
of the Moralities later. Suffice it is to say here, that they
were popular at first, because they offered a change and were
easily given.
By the close of the thirteenth century, from about 1266*,
Miracle plays, in England, were under the direction of the guilds.
Scattered plays had been gathered together into an entire series,
or cycle, forming what is called a "collective Mystery". Right
here, it might be well to say that, in the strict sense of the
word, a Mystery play covered only Hew Testament subjects, while
Miracle plays dealt with legends. "However, in ""ngland, little
distinction was drawn. Individual plays were usually called pa-
geants, from the name of the moveable platform on which the plays
were given.
A discussion of this nature would not be complete with-
out some reference to the manner of producing Mystery plays.
Hach play was assigned to a particular guild, or combination of
guilds, which was held entirely responsible for financing and
producing the same and which appointed its own organization for
this purpose. Theatres were unheard of at that time, so the
guilds employed large platforms, or pageants, drawn by horses.
Sometimes the pageant wagons were made in two stories, though
this type was more common in Prance. If a dressing room became
necessary, a curtain hung from the platform to the ground con-
1
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Verted the space below for this convenience. If the scene shif-
ted from Herod's palace to the street outside, the imagination
of the audience furnished the necessary details of setting. Cos-
tumes were used, as the expense accounts show, tho not oriental
in character, because the guilds lacked the necessary information
to make this possible.
Certain stations were appointed by the tov/.i authorities
where each pageant, in turn, stopped to perform its play before
the eager crowd which had been gathering for hours in advance,
and then, amidst a roar of applause, moving on to the next sta-
tion. iVe can i nagine the enthusiasm and excitement prevailing
thruout the town and the surrounding country when, in some cases,
the oelebration lasted for three days.
The cycles took the name of the town in which they were
given. In 14l6 there is the first mention of guild Mystery plays
at Coventry. Prom the fourteenth to the fifteenth centuries they
flourished in Chester, Coventry, York, Ilewcastle-on-Tyne
,
Leeds,
Lancaster, Preston, Kendal, .Vymondham, Dublin, and London. Like-
wise, evidence has been found of such plays in Kast Anglia, Nor-
wich, Sleaford, Lincoln, Wakefield, "dinburgh, Aberdeen, Shrews-
bury, Worcester, Tewkesbury, Leicester, Cambridge, Bethesdo,
Bassingbourne
,
Heybridge, I.Ianningtree
,
Heading, Winchester and
Canterbury. Im London, the performers were parish clerks, "ach
town tried to outdo the other and the rivalry had a healthy in-
fluence both upon the plays and the performance of them.
The major part of what remains today of this rrreat
movement is represented by the manuscripts of four cycles,
namely,
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the York, Towneley, Coventry and Cheater cycles. Authorities
are not entirely agreed as to their respective dc.tes. For in-
stance, Professor .7ard places the Towneley mysteries at "not
later than the fourteenth century", while George H, Sargent
pins them down to "about the year 146O" . As to the comparative
age of the four manuscripts, I am inclined to place my vote
along with Lucy Toulmin Smith in favor of the York plays as the
oldest. She produces convincing evidence, after a careful in-
vestigation.
It was with more than passing interest that I read of
the recent purchase of the original Towneley manuscript by Dr.
A. S. f, Rosenbach of New York and Philadelphia, for which he
gave $17000 at the Britwell Court sale. It contains thirty-two
plays, starting with the "Creatio" and ending with "Doomsday".
Investigators seem to be agreed in the opinion that they were
originally composed by the August inian friars, or Black Canops
of '.Toodkirk. The name by which they are known is derived from
the Towneley family at Lancashire, where the manuscript was found.
The Towneley plays were performed during the feasts of
the Assumption, (August 15) and the Nativity of the Virgin,
(September 6*) at which time fairs were held. The plays, them-
selves, show a very free treatment of the Biblical material, a
frequent use of the devil and much original humor, at ti les run-
ning to coarseness. There is a tendency to elaborate painful
effects. Professor Ward considers them superior to the Coventry
and Chester plays, Alfred Jf. Pollard of the Britich Museum calls
the second "Shepherd's Play" "really perfect as a work of art."
The Coventry Mysteries have already been referred to
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as Corpus Christi celebrations, the manuscript of which is in
the British Museum. The forty-two plays were written about 1460*
,
and performed from about 141S until 1591. Their evident Karlollty
frequent Latin quotations from the Vulgate and familiarity with
ecclesiastical literature, references to hymns and psalms and their
general soberness of treatment, all point to ecclesiastical au-
thorship. There is a foreshadowing of the Moralities in the in-
troduction of abstract characters, such as, Contemplation, Justice,
Mercy, etc. The devil is prominent, though not as a comic figure.
The plays were widely known and were performed in other places
aside from Coventry.
Unlike the other cycles, the Chester Mysteries survive
in five manuscripts, three of which are at the British Museum.
They date about the close of the fourteenth century and show a
close relation to the French mysteries, French being used in
some of the speeches. They were written down by George Bellin
in the late fifteenth century. V/hitsunt ide was the time of their
presentation, which covered a period of three days, preceeded by
bans or proclamations. Naturally, the central play of the twenty-
five, was the one on the "Emission of the Holy Ghost". The play
of "Antichrist" is interesting, in that there is but one other
known play on this subject. As a whole, the plays are unequal
in merit. The Nativity and Adoration plays of the Chester cycle
have been edited and published by Frank M. Conroy and Roy Mitchell,
in the same form in which they were performed at the Greenwich
Village theater in December, 1516.
As the reader is aire dy aware, the plays which form
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the body of this thesis were selected from the York cycle,
oomplete discussion of them has already been given in the intro-
duction to the plays. In this instance, familiarity has not bred
contempt, and if it so happens that the writer appears partial
to the York product, she hopes for pardon, as it will be due to
a less complete knowledge of the other cycles; not to any lack of
a desire for a fair and just treatment.
Of the Dublin cycle, but one play has survived the wreck-
age of time, the Abraham and Isaac Play, which is fresh and life-
like. An absurd Noah's Ark play remains of the sixteen ITewcastle-
on-Tyne series. Some of the Cornish plays have been preserved.
Their spirit seem3 to be argumentative. Norfolk is represented
by an Abraham and Isaao play, longer than the others, Norwich has
a Whitsunday play about ^ve , which savors of the Morality. Pour
of the Digby Mysteries have survived, all of later date than the
more prominent cycles. However, instead of being an improvement,
they are poorer. Prom Cornwall there is a play on "The Creation
of the World" written before l6ll, and a "Life of St. Meriasek".
In addition to the York Miracle plays, we have evidence
of the existence of two other popular plays in that town. Their
loss is to be regretted, for the accounts of them whet out curi-
osity. The " Play of Our Lord T 3 Prayer " was a special favorite.
The other was, " The Creed Play", ^ach was managed by a guild.
The
"
Play of the Sacrament " is noteworthy, in that it is
not allegorical and does not treat of Biblical characters. As
yet, it has not been definitely classified as to place or date.
It is a tale of the outrages of the Jews upon the sacred host.
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Professor Tard mentions a play called, "Mary Hagdaleng "
which he considers the most remarkable of the individual miracle
plays. It combines legendary and allegorical figures. This
about concludes the list of extant ^ngliah Mystery plays now
available.
Before we puss on, let us take a bird's eye view of the
whole movement, in order to discover what contribution these
Mystery plays have made toward the development of ^nglish drama.
Professor V7ard speaks of them as "essentially original national
creations," for while religious plays were produced in all the
European countries, they did not attain the remarkable communal
character of the "nglish product. They were the result of the
cooperative effort of all the people in a town. Consider the
moral and spiritual benefits to the townspeople! The majority
of the people could not read, yet, in this way, the Bible became
a living force to them. People were doing something with and
for others, for the common good, arid moreover, something which
took place every year, ffe think that we are doing well if we
succeed in getting a part of the people in our town to join in
a common project once in five years. These English collective
mysteries can teach us a great lesson. Herein lies a powerful
sermon on the social gospel.
Let nut the sophist ocated modern reader too hastily
condemn them as crude, tiresome, and even irreverent. To be
sure, they were but the befinnings of drama. They had to blaze
a trail, without models to copy, and in so doing, they were
[ pointing the way toward the road which Shakespear was to travel.
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Katherine Lee Bates, in her book on "English Religious Drama"
Characterizes the miracle play as "the training school of the
romantic drama." In the process of working over their material,
we can see how the guild playwrights began to develop a certain
technique. For instance, most of the plays show that the writer
understood the value of a good entrance. Scenes were worked up
with an eye to the value of suspense. Contrast was also, used.
Sometimes they whet the interest of the audience by giving them
a taste of what is ?oing to happen later on. They certainly un-
derstood the value of lightening a heavy scene by means of a
touch of comedy.
The very fact that these beginners in the art of drama
undertook the colossal task of representing the whole Biblical
history from Genesis down to the Day of Judgment, is almost ap-
palling, and much credit must go back to this very source when
we point to the achievement of Elizabethan drama, that tlmt when
English dramatists freed themselves from the restrictions of
unity of time and unity of place. This could not have been pos-
sible if the England before their day had not been fed upon
dramatic conceptions covering a vast period of time.
But, the reader may object that it is the height of
irreverence to inject comedy into the play of the Nativity! To
be sure, that would be true today, but setting aside the ques-
tion whether or no that is what we would do, let us remind our-
selves that English manners and customs and ideas of propriety
have been continually changing since the fourteenth century. It
us greatly to their credit that the plays which they produced were
true to human life, thereby setting a valuable example for drama-
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tists to come. Today, society bars conduct which was highly
acceptable at that date. If I were to use their blunt, outspoken,
naive, speech today, twentieth century, "refined" society would
be horrified. So, we must not judge their writings by present-
day standards. There is plenty of evidence to prove that the
plays were written, and for the most part, performed, with rever-
ence and with the utmost sincerity. There is a certain dignity
about them which cannot escape the reader. Never do we find the
character of Christ irreverently handled. No matter how the de-
tails may have been handled, in practically every play, good was
made to triumph over evil.

Morality Plays
Because the Moralities succeeded the Mysteries in point
of time, it is easy to fall into the error of supposing that they
were superior. The truth is; they were far less sincere and much
more artificial. They were designed to teach a moral by means of
abstract characters and when we substitute abstractions for real,
concrete personality, we have taken the life out of drama and
robbed it of the chief source of its emotional appeal.
Moralities were produced in France for a whole century
before they appeared in ^ngland. The French product had more the
character of an interlude, and even in ^ngland, they were often
called Interludes, as they were performed at the banquets of the
royalty. They did not become popular, however, until the reign
of Henry VIII.
It has already been pointed out how moral abstractions
began to appear in certain of the later Mystery Plays. Allegory
was also present in the ?arly pantomimes, known as "mummings"
,
plays without words. (It might not be out of order to refer, at
this point, to an interesting article on mummers in "ngland, by
J. Kinchin Smith, in the Theatre Arts magazine for January 1523-
)
Notice the allegory in the mummings of John Lydgate in 14 }2 , which
were entirely independent of the Moralities. Abstract figures ap-
peared in the "Antichrist us" of the twelfth century, in the York
play of Paternoster (1375) and even in the works of ^roswitha.
These isolated cases are not enought to prove that the "oralities
were an outgrowth of preceeding dramatic expressions and until
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some rare genius succeeds in dispelling the haze of contradictory
ideas gathered about this question, wt prefer to look upon the
Moralities as an independent development.
The Moralities adapted themselves to the form used by
the Miracles, being moved from place to place on pageant wagons.
They are more often associated with the pageant scaffold which
however was stationery.
Under the Church authorities , the emphasis was upon spir-
itual truths, but, as the Moralities spread, the stress shifted to
ethics, conduct rather than faith occupying the main interest.
They lacked the communal quality of the Mysteries, being early em-
ployed by the royalty, who were loath to give them over to popular
control. This explains why they were so slow in becoming a pop-
ular form of amusement.
While the Mysteries were purely historical, the Morali-
ties attempted to show the history of an individual soul. A
glance at history shows that, while they were developing, the
peasants 1 revolt took place, that time when the value of the in-
dividual was beginning t o be realized. Since each traced the
development of an abstract individual, a human being in the shape
of Infans, Youth, "^Veryman, etc. was invariably, the central fig-
ure, in each. The villain was usually, Vice, a vague character,
really a retrogression from the original, captivating devil of the
Mysteries. Tho a dramatic set-back, at the time, it prepared the
way for future departure from Biblical material and greater orig-
inality. This vice was costumed as a jester, and later on, when
we come to Shakespear's jester, we can see a family resemblance.
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The earliest record of the Moralities available today,
is the famous "Castle of Perseverance", produced in the reign of
Henry VI. It is one of the "Macra Moralities". The character
of the three other early examples is shorm by their titles, "Mind,
Will, and Understanding", "A. Morality of Wisdom, Who is Christ"
and "Mankind".
A long series appears in the Tudor reigns, all monoto-
nous and dull and very much alike, with a few exceptions. "The
World and the Child" printed in 1522 and written before the end
of the reign of Henry VII, is simple and effective. The most
popular of these early ones vras " Sveryman "
,
printed before 1531
and quite remarkable for the time when it was written. Its tone
is almost tragic. It remained popular longer than any other.
Many of the Moralities of the Tudor times are known as
Moral Int eludes , used largely as religious propaganda. Of this
character are
:
1. ) "Lusty Iuventus" of the reign of Edward VI. It plainly re-
flects the teachings of the Reformation.
2. ) "Magnyfycence"
,
written bv Skelton after 1515 and ardently
anti-Catholic
.
3. ) "New Custome" (1573) also very controversial. The author is
unknown.
4. ) "Conflict of. Conscience" (I5SI.)
Other Moralities of the same period may be classed as
Moralities of Science, such as:
1. ) " The Nature of the Four ^lemcnts" (151?)
2. ) "Wyt and Science" by John Bedford, in the rtign of Henry Till.
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3.) " The Marriage of ffgt and Science ", licensed about I56S, which
is a high, type of Morality and is divided into acts and
scenes, a real advance, in this respect.
This last group reflects man's awakened interest in the
world about him, with religion gradually yielding to science the
place of dominant interest in the hearts of men. Down thru the
ageB drama has mirrored the interests, the beliefs, the ideas,
the ambitions of the hyman race. V7e do not need to turn to history
and biography, alone, to learn the development of the English
people. This survey has proved a surprising revelation "to the
writer, who has come to see in drama a guide to a nation's moral
and religious development, true and unmistakable as the sensitive
photographic plate.
It was inevitable that characterization should come more
and more to the front in the later Moralities. Writers could not
hold themselves down to empty abstractions and actors added their
own interpretations to the characters. In the latter half of the
sixteenth century we find moralities bordering on comedies and
tragedies. There are real human types in the "Nice Canton" of 15<j0.
"Apius and Virginia", "King Carabises" and "King John" (about 154S
by Bishop Bale,) are historical rath or than moral. The rise of
tragedy as a dramatic form, has its roots b ick here in the histor-
-ical morality. It has been said that the transition to the so-
called English regular drama was suggested by the defects in the
Mysteries and Moralities. To make a broad statement, the Reform-
ation sounded the death knell of the Mystery play, while the
[Renaissance killed the Morality, nevertheless, their
li-M was
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not abruptly snuffed out, for in Shakespear » s day, we find these
older forms lingering on.
With the increased prosperity and national prestige
gained in the reign of Elizabeth, permanent theatres were estab-
lished and drama began to receive the recognition which was its
due. At this point, then, we shall bring to a close our histor-
ical survey since our interest lies chiefly in drama in the ser-
vice of religion. In thus passing over the brilliant acheivement
of Jonson and Shakespear and their long train of successors, the
reader is spared undue prolongation of this discusssion.
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The Awakened Interest, in Religious Drama Today
In the last t en years we have been reading and hearing
about beginnings and experiments in religious drama, cropping out
with greater and greater frequency. How happy we were to know that
the Church vas to broaden her field of service in this way. ;.7e
were thankful that she had at "last recognized the great teaching
value of the stage wheal properly used. Then, as we reflected, we
began to recall how this very art which the Church is beginning to
court today, grew out of the Church .liturgy centuries ago. Fow
strange! And yet the movement has only begun. Indeed, the truth
is that the Reformation which brought freedom in one respect,
closed men's eyes to the truth and beauty inherent in the dramatic
art and it was looked upon as the work of the devil. This narrow,
illiberality of Protestant asceticism, utterly inconsistent with
the true spirit of Christianity was a detriment to all drama.
Calvin, Housseau, and many other leading figures bitterly denounced
drama. Heedless to say, drama within the Church became almost ex-
tinct.
Slow and painful has been the process of restoring it to
its rightful position, as the handmaid of religion, along with the
other arts. Indeed, near-sighted skeptics of a Puritanical bent
are not lacking today, but the optimists are gaining ground,
[was Louis N. Parker who started the interest in a modern revival
Jof pageantry, by his Sherborne Pageant in 1S05- -he resultinf
tepread of enthusiasm for drama as a community undertaking could not
'fail to permeate the Churches. The mists of blind ignorance and
mistaken Judgments began to clear.
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The splendid, devout work carried on by the Passion Play
at Oberammergau is so universally known and admired that I do not
need to go into details --to out it here. Perhaps, it is not so wide-
ly known that work of a similar nature is being carried on in our
own country, among the hills of Hollywood, California. The life
of Christ there enacted each summer since 1920, has been of such
high character that this " Pilgrimage Play " is called America's
Oberamraergau. It has the distinction of being non-sectarian and
non-commercialized. Certainly, people cannot witness this without
going back to their oun Churches resolved to encourage a wider and
more intelligent use of drama as a powerful, spiritual force in
their own community.
Particular interest attaches itself to a present-day re-
establishment of the miracle play in much the same manner and
spirit of the original Church usage. This la on the island of
Calday, ^gland, where an order of 'Jhite Benedictine monks have
encorporated a Passion Play as part of the Church's ritual during
Lent. In 1522, the play was give i for the first time on Corpus
Christi. As in mediaeval times, no costumes are worn and monks
took the parts of women. On the other hand, a strikingly modern
touch is lent by the stage set, designed by none other than Sam
Hume.
The "Abraham and Isaac " , revived by Sam ^liot, has been
extremely popular and widely given. It is to be found in "The
Little Theatre Classics" and also in the Theatre Arts "arasine.
This is a miracle play adapted from the Pageant of the Barbers
Waxchandlers in the Chester Cycle of "iracles and from the Book of
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Brome Hall, Suffolk. It is beautifully worked out. The " Noah's
Ark" play from the Towneley cycle has appeared at various college
revivals recently, Mention has already been made of the perfor-
mance of the three Christmas plays from the Chester cycle, at the
Greenwich Village. Theatre, New York. The three plays included are;
1. "The Sheaphardes' Play"
2. "The Offering of the Sheaphardes"
3. "The Adoration of the Hagl"
A printed copy of the same may be obtained from the
Washington Sguare Book Shop, New York City.
The Theatre Magazine has given to the public Paul Clandel T a
modernization of "The Tidings Brought to Mary."
So the list grows. Our account would not be complete
without mention of Hauotman's "Feast of the Tabernacles" or
Heinhardt's production, in a Salzburg Church, of the miracle play,
called "The Great World Theatre", by Hugo von Hofmaunsthal , a
significant experiment in itself.
Let us call to mind Maurice Maeterlinck's "Mary Magdalene "
which Alexander Teixeira De Mattos gave to the American public in
his translation of 1S20; the play which thrills and grips our hearts
as we read it but which no one dares to produce. That tremendous
dramatic possibilities the Bible contains, in the hands of a true
genius .'
Louis N. Parker saw and made use of the great dramatic
qualities inherent in the Old Testament story of Joseph. The pag-
eant-play, " Joseph and ^is Brethren" was the result. This was
first performed under the management of Messrs. Liebler A Co. at
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the Century Theatre, Hew York, on Saturday, January 11, 1513.
Aside from the revival of miracle plays and the use of
Biblical material as the ba3is of modern plays, we find, now and
then, in these days of labor strikes and get-rich-schemes, a mor-
ality play. The old morality, " Everyman ' 1 has been made famous in
recent years by Miss Bdlth 'ffynne Matthison. Mary will recall the
performance in ^ngland by Ben Greet, in 1503, and, during the fol-
lowing year, in the United States. Together with this, in the
United States, the moralites, " ^veryw.oman " and " Sverywoman ' 3 goad"
have been popular. Many of the trite playlets and pageants now
flooding the market for use in Church Schools are cast in the
mold of the morality play.
Our investigation shows that many organizations all over
the country have identified themselves with the cause of religious
drama, in its various phases. At the Baltimore College For '.7omen,
Dorothy Allerdic is sponsoring successful work in the fifcli of
revivals. Bostonians will recall the performances of mediaeval
mystery plays, so comnendably given by the Harvard Dramatic Club
in the winter of 1522. A le .ding place in such work is held by
the Department of Fine Arts of the Boston University School of
Religious Tducation, where students are being trained, not only
to know and to appreciate the value of drama in the service of
religion, but also to intelligently direct practical work in tha
field. Demonstrations are given by this department at the Christmas
and faster seasons, revealing to ministers and church workers
,
the immeasurable possibilities in this field.
tforth-while contributions are bein^ made in the develop-
ment of what might be called philosophical pageantry, having a
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distinct moral value, by the ethical Culture Society, especially
in the New York school.
Considerable credit is due to the efforts of the Ameri-
can Pageant Association to raise the standards of American pag-
eantry. Any effort to improve pageantry as a whole cannot help
but reflect a good wholesome influence upon that part of pageantry
with which r eligion is concerned. The above-mentioned association
was formed at the Boston Conference on Pageantry at the Twentieth
Century Club, in 1S13.
The establishment of the Department of Religious Drama
under the Drama League of America, in ISIS, provided a much-needed
clearing house and center of inspiration and information. Under
the leadership of Miss Clara Pitch, chairman, religious plays have
been published which otherwise would not have been brought to the
public. Programs and suggestions have been issued free of charge.
Also, further production has been stimulated thru prize offers.
Three of these Drama-League prize plays are well-known thruout
the religious world today; namely:
" The Rock", a study of Peter by Mary P. Hamlin.
" Star of the ^ast "
,
centering about Queen ^ster, written by Anna
J. Harnwell.
" Jeptha's Daughter ", a one-act play by Mrs. "lma "brltck Levinger.
This was notably performed by the Neighbor-
hood players.
The institutes and conventions of the League haT6 been
valuable. A correspondence course in Playwritinr- is offered, un-
der the supervision of Theodore Ballan TTinckley, editor of " The
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Drama" .
Thru the efforts of the league, the Sunday of January
21, 1$23, was observed as Religious Drama Sunday when a closer
union between the artistic and spiritual life of the community
was urged thruout the country, stressing the possibilities of the
dramatic treatment of religion.
The Pilgrim Players, organized by !!iss Pitch, of the
drama league, were among the first in the field and they have been
an inspiration to other Church organizations.
Splendid results have come about thru the efforts of
Sidney Lanier
,
working at 31 lot, Maine, with a group of people,
young and old, who go straight to the source, to study their parts
from the Bible, itself. 7hat is more, they plan their own costume
All over the country, community service organizations
have exerted and are exerting a tremendous influence in favor of
church drama. The work of this body in Boston is worthy of the
highest commendation. Thru their efforts a Dramatic Institute
For Church Workers has been iefinitely established, the second
Institute being held from November 6th to December 20th, 1S22. On
the faculty appear the leading authorities in all the various as-
pects of Church Drama. To quote from their expressed purpose in
undertaking this work; "It is an endeavor to meet the increasing
need and continued demand for trained leadership." And further;
"Certainly the psychological and artistic value of the dramatic
medium in visualizing the abstract truths and ideals of religion
is coming to be recognized by all denominations. If religious
drama is to be done reverently it must be done sinply and art is-
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tically; hence the great need for trained leaders in this field."
It is Baifl that the suggestion for the formation of
Church boards of drama came from the Drama League. At any rate,
the Protestant Episcopal Church, in establishing the first train-
ing school for Church workers in dramatics at '.7e Ilea ley College,
and in organizing the first department of Pageantry and Drama, has
done real pioneer work. Mrs. -Rather ine Strain Pratt, at the head
of this department deserves much credit. '.7e agree with her, that
"nothing is so real to the child, to the youth to any of us, in
fact as those things which we act out and it seems safe. to pre-
sume that the everyday application of the Old and New Testament
will be immensely strengthened."
On November 3°, 1515 practically every Episcopal Church
in the United States gave the pageant of "The Builders of the City
of God", by George Long and B, Phillips Osgood, as part of the
Nation '.Tide Campaign. Very remarkable, indeed, was their pageant
of the "Cross Triumphant" as given at the General Convention in
Washingt on.
To go hack about ten years previous, we recall the
Sngllsh Church Pageant , one of the earliest examples of the modern
use of pageantry in the service of the church and one of the most
notable historical pageants which has ever been attempted. This
was in 1505 on the palace grounds of the Bishop of London at
Fulham Palace. Seven thousand people took part.
Aa was true of the first beginnings of drama in "England,
the modern revival in the churches began with the simple represen-
tation of Christmas and '"aster Biblical scenes. Today, newspapers
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are filled with (announcements of representations at these seasons.
Departures worthy of note are instances like the form of pageantry
worked out at St. Luke's, ^anston, Illinois, in "The Oblation of
the Cross", where the congregation forms an integral part of the
pageant; and representations like "The Sangreal" , a dramatized ver-
sion of the Holy Grail by Irwin St. John Tucker, given before the
Drama League Convention by the Cathedral Players of "Vanston, in
December 1$21. Alice C. D. Riley writing for the Drama Magazine,
says that "as the curtain falls, the thought is not of a play but
of a sacrament."
In 151S "the religious world was very much astir over the
proposal to introduce a pageant at the Centenary Celebration of the
Methodist Church in Columbus, Ohio. Such an unusual departure!
And was not this the body which not so many years back condemned
drama as the instrument of the devil? Yet, the misgivings of many
a devout brother were effectively dispelled after they, among a
million others, had witnessed the remarkable production of " The
>7ayfarer" . At the present time, the drama is being widely and in-
telligently used in the Methodist Church.
When Union Church, .'Worcester, Mass. produced "In the
Days of the Judges", it is said that the community learned more
about the historical continuity of the Old Testament than they hud
ever known before. Many are the examples which might be cited.
National commissions on religious drama have been formed
by the Methodist, 3aptist, Unitarian and Episcopal bodies. :iew
York and New Jersey have taken a step forw .rd thru the f ormut ion
of a Dramatics Association of the Sunday Schools. There has re-
cently been formed a Council on Church Drama and Pageantry, includ-
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ing representatives of various churches, the Y. .7. C. A., Drama
League, Community Service and other organizations.
'Tith just pride "?e can survey the field and rejoice in
all the fine work which is "being done. At the same time, this sur-
vey has revealed certain aspects of the situation which are not all
rosy-hue d. There is the very real danger of getting quantity rather
than quality. Like magic the desire for religious drama has spread.
The number of enthusiasts has spread rapidly. The result has been
that the few capable writers have not been enough to supply material
for the constantly enlarging demands, and untrained, unskilled,
writers have rushed in to try to meet the need. On the producing
side, also, a surprisingly large proportion of the material which
is staged is chosen and directed by individuals who are guided sole-
ly by their enthusiasm for drama; not by a sober mastery of the
underlying methods and principles involved. Sometimes, we fear,
more harm than good, results from such a situation. Inspiration
simply cannot take the place of training. There must be a combin-
ation of the two. Therefore, we cannot lay enough stress upon the
immediate need of further and more extended training of leaders
along these particular lines, in every community, every church,
every center. A large percentage of the pageants constantly coming
out, with almost bewildering rapidity, is decidedly poor and would
not compare favorably with some of the early moralities. 7e are
faced with the problem of an untrained public indiscriminately buy-
ing and using everything and anything that appears on the book-
store counter. Haphazard writing and careless production bring
dishonor to drama in the lofty service of religion. Hence, every
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effort to disseminate knowledge, to train leaders and to produce
worthy material is to be welcomed. Let us imbibe the spirit and
consecration of the medieval writers, adding t o it all the en-
lightenment and fine technique of the twentieth century.
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